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Contrary to other European countries like Germany, France and Italy, The Netherlands cannot boast an extensive collection of medieval recipes. In a 2003 online exposition, the Royal Library of the Netherlands discusses Dutch cookbooks and their significance to Dutch culture and history. The first known cookbook was printed around 1514, decades after the first Italian cookbooks were published. The first cookery texts were of a more pharmaceutical than gastronomic nature. They were essentially collections of recipes for the preparation of natural medicine. Sometimes a few recipes were added to such a collection. They were written by (medical) doctors and other scientists and only educated wealthy people had access to these books (Smaakmakers: 5 Eeuwen Kookboeken). 
This privileged group was still the only audience for Dutch cookery texts in the first half of the seventeenth century. The so-called cookery texts did not focus a lot on cooking though. They were more concerned with emphasizing the significance of etiquette at the dinner table. Furthermore, they discussed which foods and drinks should be part of a proper diet. The only cookbooks that consisted mostly of cooking recipes came from France. It was not until 1667 that a new Dutch cookbook was published: De verstandige kock, of Sorghvuldige huys-houdster (The Sensible Cook or Scrupulous Housekeeper). 
In the eighteenth century a new type of cookbook was introduced which consisted of recipes collected by upper class women and were aimed at their kitchen maids. These books were no longer read and used merely by scholars and the extremely wealthy, but also by the upper middle class. In the nineteenth century, two groups of readers were added: the middle class and lower middle class. During this time, the cookbooks began to stress the importance of frugality. It was considered a valuable trait in any kitchen maid, housekeeper or mistress of the house. 
Twentieth century cookbooks dealt with all kinds of topics targeting a broad range of audiences. Moreover, they were produced by a variety of writers and publishers. For example, each Dutch school for home economics produced its own cookbook. Producers of food and kitchen appliances invented another new genre: the commercial cookbook. Each of these books focused on a single type of food or an appliance. This enabled producers to promote refrigerators, preserving jars and chocolate less overtly than in advertisements. Finally, books devoted to new topics like vegetarian recipes, special diets and specific ingredients were also published.
While French cooking had been part of Dutch culinary culture for more than three centuries, it was not until the beginning of the twentieth century that other international influences were introduced. A historically logical influence came from the former colony of Indonesia and Indonesian cookbooks have been popular for nearly a hundred years.
These days the cookery text is no longer confined to books, but expressed through a range of media. Radio programmes and newspapers include sections on cooking and some magazines are devoted entirely to it. Television and the internet have turned cooking into a truly cross-media enterprise. Many TV chefs appear on TV cooking their signature dishes, the recipes of which can be found in their cookbooks and on their personal websites. From this perspective a cookbook is no longer the only means of communicating a cookery text. 
As it is has been part of Dutch culture for centuries, the cookery text has developed into a broad genre with a great variety of authors, subject matter, and communicative outlets. Many of the cookbooks in Dutch stores are translations. Yet, in the field of translation studies there has been little research of the translations of cookery texts. In reviews and other newspaper articles, writers sometimes mention translated cookery texts, but there is not any real exploration of the subject. 
Carmina Fallada Pouget researched the quality of menu translations in the Tarragon area in Spain and her conclusions support the assumption “that if translators have received some training, the problems that arise in the translation process can be solved more easily and a functionally adequate target text can be more consistently produced” (330). A professional translator of cookery texts will have an extensive knowledge of the terminology of cooking, the cooking process and the instructional language used in these kinds of texts. During the period in which menu translations were produced mostly by professional translators, the translations were of a higher quality than during the time most translators were non-professionals. Obviously, with a more professional and specialized translator, a more successful or more adequately translated culinary text can be expected. Although menus have a different function than recipes and other texts on culinary culture, these text types do share a certain vocabulary and cultural significance. So the translator of cookery texts will also benefit from professionalization. As stated in Filter, translation magazine, “professional translators are a must even in a field that is considered low-brow or relatively easy” (Smet, 2). 
	The hypothetical translator of a recipe faces certain translation problems. They have to do with a specific translation task or subject. The translator can professionalize through training, and studying translation problems. So the supposed translator can become a better translator of cookery texts, or maybe even a professional, by studying the subject matter – cookery texts – and the problems with transfer – the translation problems which can arise during the translation of cookery texts.
	This thesis will therefore explore the translation of cookery texts and attempt to answer the question:
	What translation problems come into play when translating a cookery text?






Chapter 1: The Cookery Text

According to Basil Hatim, the text type “is said to have a direct consequence for the kind of semantic, syntactic and stylistic features used and for the way texts are structured, both in their original form and in the translation” (41). The translator needs to know what she is translating and for whom. She should therefore understand what type of text she is translating. Furthermore, she should have a notion of what field the source text is actually part of. Before the translation problems can be discussed, I have to determine the text type of the cookery text and define the term cookery text. 

1.1.	 The Cookery Text Type

Katharina Reiss takes a functional approach and suggests three text types: 			a) The communication of content - informative type 					b) The communication of artistically organized content - expressive type 			c) The communication of content with a persuasive character - operative type 
(Reiss, 124)
She adds a fourth text type, the “multi-medial, because the different ways and media through which texts can be expressed can have different functions. She therefore places this type “above” the three basic text types and not “beside” them (125-6). Different “text varieties” can be associated with each text type. A text variety is “the classification of a given text according to specifically structured socio-cultural patterns of communication belonging to specific language communities”. For example, the encyclopaedia is a text variety closely associated with the informative text type; the novel is an expressive text variety; the electoral speech is an operative text variety; and film can be considered a multi-medial text variety. 
	However, text types, varieties and their functions are not that clear-cut and often vague. As Reiss admits, the text types “do not always appear in their fully realized form” (124). The encyclopaedia, for instance, is an unambiguously informative text variety. It communicates plain facts and focuses on content instead of, for example, form. Yet, a variety like the tourist brochure cannot be categorized that simply. A tourist brochure communicates plain facts about a town, country or region such as accommodation prices and information on places of interest. Hence, it may be called an informative text. Still, most brochures also aim to persuade the reader to visit a particular city or sight, labelling it an operative text. This should not be a dilemma to anyone who is analyzing or defining text varieties, because a text can incorporate multiple functions. 
	The cookbook is another example of a text with a hybrid of text functions. For example, the above-mentioned commercial cookbooks have an informative function, because they have referential content. To be exact, the recipes offer information about certain ingredients. At the same time, the recipes instruct the readers on how to prepare specific dishes, rendering the function instructive. In addition, this genre of cookbooks also has a commercial function. It is supposed to persuade the reader to buy a specific type of food, kitchen appliance or kitchen tool.
Linguist Manfred Görlach also acknowledges that text types are often combined. He gives a broad definition of text types: “a text type is a specific linguistic pattern in which formal/structural characteristics have been conventionalized in a specific culture for certain well-defined and standardized uses of language [..]” (Görlach, 738). For example, an obituary has an “established convention” (739). It requires “standard language, of a formal/literary/religious type, but there is also a certain typography and layout and a conventional space reserved on a specific page [of a newspaper]”. In other words, a text type is comprised of a set of features: social, linguistic, technical. In addition, it requires a degree of “well definedness on macro- and micro-level”. So he does think that a text type should be relatively easy to recognize and define.  
Still, Görlach points out that “text types can be ‘bound’ or ‘free’ ” (741). He explains that “a ‘dedication’ always forms part of a larger unit, a book, and is therefore similar to a prefix in morphology. Compare the status of a headline, a footnote, or even a reply as part of a conversation”. Thus two or more different text types can be juxtaposed to form a single body of text, for example a textbook or a novel.
This theory can be applied to cookbooks. Many books are simply collections of recipes, but others contain other text types. For example, well-known TV chefs Clarissa Dickson Wright and Jennifer Paterson wrote Two Fat Ladies: Obsessions and did not limit their writing to recipes. There is a foreword, followed by chapters on specific ingredients. Each chapter starts by discussing the characteristics and use of a particular ingredient. This is followed by a few recipes, each of which has its own short introduction. On the one hand, the differences between the recipes and the other texts are obvious. They differ with regards to the use of verbs, layout and style. On the other hand, all of these texts – even the foreword – contain culinary terms and describe the process of cooking. They can therefore be regarded as cookery texts. So these different text types on the subject of cooking or food are ‘bound’ in a cookbook.

A text variety that is always part of in a cookery text, is the recipe. The supposed informative function of the recipe poses a problem, as it is in fact not an informative, but an instructive text. In his studies of discourse analysis, Raymond van den Broeck explains that a text is a “piece of discourse” (Van de Broeck, 38). He gives the following “rough classifications” of types of discourse: 
1)	Assertive discourse, the global function of which consists in describing or representing states of affairs in a real or possible world;
2)	Expressive discourse relates to the speaker’s inner world (his emotional states, feelings, etc.); 
3)	Directive discourse, by which the speaker wants his hearer to change his behaviour, to do things;
4)	Commisive discourse, by which the speaker commits himself to do something (e.g. promises, contracts); 
5)	Reflective, ritual or poetic discourse, in which the utterance itself is focussed on for its own sake. 
Like his functionalist colleagues he admits that “it is practically impossible not to take into account various forms of cross-classification”:
It goes without saying that within one and the same piece of discourse speech acts of different types may occur at the same time. However, it is the global and local function of the text which functions as its pragmatic macro-structure and thus determines its type. 
Once more a translation scholar acknowledges the co-existence of functions or discourses within a text type and again he comes up with a vague qualification of the main text type: it is the “global and local function” which is crucial. It is apparently left up to the translator to decide what the global function of a recipe is.
	Fortunately, Van de Broeck guides his readers towards clarity by defining a successful speech act. He claims that “a successful illocutionary act [..] is an act of which the conditions of success are given in terms of purposes of the speaker with respect to some change brought about in the hearer as a consequence of the illocutionary act” (39). So a recipe is successful if the reader follows the directions and acts upon them, as purposed by the speaker and “as a consequence of the recognition of the illocutionary act”. Although “it certainly informs its readers about states of affairs or things, above all it gives its users practical directions, tips and recommendations about what should be done in order that certain states of affairs (meals, dishes, menus) may come about”. It becomes clear that, as Van de Broeck states, “the recipe must be regarded as basically directive”. 

In the example of Two Fat Ladies: Obsessions, the recipes are directive or instructive texts. The foreword and most of the introductions to the chapters are expressive. One of the authors, Jennifer Paterson, died before the publication of their book and Clarissa Dickson Wright recalls Paterson’s illness in the foreword: “Jennifer was touched when Prince Charles sent her a vat of organic soup and ice cream from his private kitchens along with a hand-written note” (5). In the chapter on offal, Dickson Wright introduces this unpopular ingredient:
In America it is hardly used at all. In fact, when I lived there years ago the butcher would give the lamb's kidneys, sweetbreads and brains to us with no charge, as otherwise they would be thrown away or perhaps given to a cat lover. Most people in England turned against liver in their childhood, having been faced with gruesome bits of shoe leather with some awful dark brown gunge, or terrible casseroles of ox liver cooked to disintegration point and tasting vile, sharp and sour (105). 
Both excerpts draw attention to the authors. Furthermore, there is great focus on form. Dickson Wright summons images of “gruesome bit of shoe leather” and uses a lot of parallelism to stress her point: “kidneys, sweetbreads and brains”, “awful dark brown”, “vile, sharp and sour”. This is clearly an expressive text. The recipes, which are in essence instructive, nonetheless also include expressive elements. The writers chose to use the phrase “the palest gold” in “Very gently sauté them in a pan in the remaining butter until they are the palest gold on each side”.
Another example is presented by food writer Nigella Lawson, who uses a lot of rhyme in her recipes. The vowel ‘i’ and the consonant ‘w’ are repeated when she instructs the reader to make a “meringue base”: “This is a topping that has a kind of meringue base, by which you whisk egg whites over heat until they’re stiff and gleaming. Think Mr Whippy” (Lawson, 139). Although it is not clear whether she does so deliberately, Lawson works assonance and alliteration into her instructions.  The result is not just a aesthetically satisfying text. The fluid lines have a soothing effect, as the author is guiding the reader through the actions smoothly and reassuringly. Altogether the texts in these examples cannot be considered purely instructive texts, but instructive texts with expressive elements. In chapter 2, I will discuss the translation of such elements.
	 
	To limit the discussion, it is necessary to define the domain of the cookery text. As this paper deals with the translation of a selection of texts from cookbooks and cookery websites, the texts will always include cooking recipes. Secondly, while cookery texts always focus on cooking, they can also discuss a range of culinary topics like cooking techniques, types of food, culinary culture, traditions or history. This can apply to texts in books, newspapers, magazines, websites and even to television and radio programmes. These restrictions lead to this definition:
A cookery text must contain one or more recipes and can include texts on other culinary topics. It can be communicated through all kinds of media.
According to this definition a menu and a restaurant review are not cookery texts, because they do not contain recipes. Yet a travel journal that includes recipes is considered a cookery text. I have decided to limit my research to cookery texts.
Thus far it is clear that the cookery text can consist of texts with different functions, which can be juxtaposed. For example, an editorial introduction on the eating habits in Thailand – an informative text – can be followed by a Thai recipe – an instructive text. Also, the texts will more often than not have multiple functions, for example when an informative text contains expressive elements. Furthermore, the cookery text usually contains different text varieties. The core variety is the recipe, which is clearly instructive. It does not merely aim to inform the reader on certain methods for food preparation, but has the purpose of making the reader follow the instructions. So the reader or user should be able to use the text and work through the instructions easily and efficiently. In other words, the text’s ‘effectiveness’ is important. If the reader follows the instructions and is not able to prepare the dish as the author intended, the recipe is not a success and consequently the text is not effective. Even if the recipe is preceded by a lengthy introduction and illustrated with photographs, if its cooking instructions are not clear or inadequate, the reader will end up with a less appetizing or even distasteful dish. No matter how adequate the additional texts are, the cookery text is not an adequate text if the recipe is not effective. The problems this all causes for the translation of recipes will be discussed later in Chapter 2. First, I will explore the domain of the instructive text.
1.2. Instructive texts

As stated in the introduction of this chapter, the translator needs to have studied the text type in order to understand it and be able to recognize its effects, influence its users and translate its textual features. I will give an overview of the relevant characteristics of instructive texts. Particularly relevant text traits are those that can be attributed to recipes. Hence, I will begin with a general discussion and will continue by focusing completely on the recipe. 

1.2.1. User and purpose

The instructive text does not focus on ideas or on the language itself, but on products or actions. In Instructieve Teksten. Analyse, ontwerp en evaluatie, the authors point out that “more than any other text type, the perspective of instructive text is on the reader as user of a product or performer of actions” (12). The reader of a text is also the user of that text. Consequently, the effect of an instructive text depends on the characteristics of readers which determine the use of such texts. Maes et al. use three categories to explain the characteristics of readers. Firstly, different readers approach a text with different levels of experience. Someone who has not used a DVD recorder before will require different and often more direction than an experienced user. Secondly, the various cognitive styles of readers also influence the use of an instructive text. An individual’s cognitive style comprises “all innate and acquired cognitive traits that cannot be altered easily” (37). For example, “people can prefer either a procedural or a conceptual representation of actions in their memories” (38). The first group thinks “in terms of actions that can be performed with a product” and the latter group thinks in terms of product cohesion (38). So people with a procedural orientation will always try to translate information about the working of a product into procedures and actions, whereas people with a conceptual orientation will always try to construct a model about the product’s workings.
These two different groups require instructive texts with two different structures. For example, ‘procedural directions’, which take the perspective of the procedurally orientated, should tell the user what to do, how to do it and in what order. In contrast, ‘conceptual directions’ should start by informing the user about the parts and workings of the product. In both cases the user is guided to a certain goal, but in a different order. However, it is impossible for the writer of an instructive text to take all these factors into consideration, because they depend too much on the differences between individuals. The writer simply cannot anticipate all these different types of users with different levels of experience and various cognitive styles. Fortunately, there is a third factor that determines the use of the instructive text: the purpose that the reader has in using the text. According to Maes et al., this factor is “relatively unrelated to differences between individual users” (39). 
The purpose and situation, which influence the user, can lead to three different methods of use. In other words, there are three ways in which instructive texts are used (39): 
(1) the text functions as an external memory to be used once or occasionally
(2) the text enables the reader to acquire skills
(3) the text motivates the reader to either carry out the instructions or not to carry them out.
The first category is also discussed by historical linguists Lentz, Jansen and Feenstra, who have put cooking recipes in a historical perspective. They have analysed an extensive corpus of Dutch recipes from the year 1475 to 2000. In their research, they describe how “in the course of time written text has obtained a more and more autonomous position in communication” (6). In other words, written texts have become so important in our society, “that very often people read and study a written document without ever giving voice to the words”. They claim that this process has greatly influenced the function and consequently the content of recipes through the ages.
This process has led to greater detail in recipes. The information and actions in recipes have increased over the years. A reader or user of an instructive text no longer has to retrieve knowledge about a product from her memory, for it can already be found in the instruction. In fact, more often than not today’s readers need more detail in written texts. Lentz et al. use the example of preparing dough for an apple pie. These days, people do not retrieve the procedure for making dough from their memories, because it is already included in the recipe. Their “children never see their parents prepare dough from memory and they assume that you need a [written] instruction” (17). As a consequence, people will not be able to prepare dough without the aid of written text. So now “readers of cookbooks have no knowledge base for this procedure, which will make it more and more obvious for authors to present the procedure in a text base”. When it comes to recipes, text has taken over the retrieval function of the mind.
	The recipe does fit the purpose of the first method of use – the text as an external memory. The other methods, however, cannot be linked to recipes that easily. First of all, the text does not motivate the reader (not) to carry out certain instructions. When the reader starts using the text, he has also already decided to carry out the instructions. Finally, the assessment function belongs to the category of instructive texts which warn the reader, such as labels on cleaning products and manuals for electric gardening tools. 
According to T. Sticht in “Understanding users and their use of text”, the first method of use can be described as “reading-to-do”, because the reader wants to ‘do’ something (318). In contrast, the second method of use is referred to as “reading-to-learn”, because the reader wants to learn and remember the instruction. While it is inevitable that some readers acquire skills through using a recipe, the purpose of the average reader is to find out how to prepare a final product. I have already established that the necessity to remember detailed cookery instructions no longer exists. Therefore, the main purpose of a cooking recipe is to serve as an external memory for the user. 


1.2.2. Phases of use

In order to get an overview of the various phases of use and functions of the information in a recipe it is useful to look at the model of Guthrie et al. This model consists of four cognitive phases that provide insight into the “interaction between written instruction and action” (Maes, 40). In the first phase, the user will conceptualise the final product. She will then mentally process the instructions and carry them out step by step. In the third and fourth phase the reader will check and finally correct the result of each step. 
As Maes et al. state, “the first phase of the model is undisputed” (42). The reader must conceptualise the task at hand before she can execute it. She conceptualises her expectations about space, actions and objective. Lentz et al. refer to this set of expectations as the “situational model”. In their example, the user of an apple pie recipe comes up with “concepts connected to space (kitchen), actions (rolling dough, peeling apples) and objective (festively cutting the pie)” (Lentz et al, 4). This process relies on individual experience and cognitive styles and therefore general remarks about these cannot be made easily. Yet there are many external factors that influence the conceptualisation of a recipe. For example, Lentz et al. show that a change in text conventions - the conventionalisation of the list of ingredients at the start of a recipe – has also led to a change in conceptualisation. In other words, an alteration in the text model can also change the situational model or the way readers approach a recipe. Furthermore, there is evidence that “other sources of information can also be useful [such as] an outline or a photograph of the final product” (Lentz et al., 42). Readers with little experience require more external information to help them conceptualise their goal than others. These are all factors that the writer of an instructive text can anticipate and affect. So it is relevant to know how the information in a text can influence or support the actions of different types of readers. 

1.2.3. An effective recipe

The user is now ready to mentally process the instructions and carry them out step by step. In this second phase of the model, the reader’s cognitive process and subsequently the effectiveness of the task are influenced by a variety of text features: perspective, the way information is segmented, the order of instructions and finally, stylistic features.
	The most effective perspective is the “perspective of action” (Maes et al., 44). Instructions designed according to this perspective target the task (or action) and the user instead of the system and the producer. For example, it is more effective to say ‘add a few tablespoons of milk to the sauce to make it creamier’ than ‘the texture of the sauce will become creamier when a few tablespoons of milk are added’. 
	Another significant text feature is segmentation. The way information is segmented in a recipe influences the effectiveness of the text, since “users work more efficiently when they work step-by-step instead of reading the entire text first and performing the actions afterwards” (45). The reader prefers to “read a segment of the text, carry out the instruction, check it and move on to the next step”, because her short term memory cannot cope with large chunks of instruction. Therefore, short segments enable her to process and act out short instructions more efficiently than large segments. So segments influence the speed of action.
	The order of segments also influences the effectiveness of the text. I have already established that users have a certain situation in mind. They have expectations about the objectives and the actions. Researchers have shown that instructions are most effective when the order of instructions corresponds with the order of steps in the user’s thought process. That is to say, the user, who first imagines the objective and then the actions, works faster when the instructive text starts by stating the objective and then the actions. For instance, it is better to say ‘now prepare the dough (objective). Mix the flour with the butter and sugar (action)’ than ‘mix the flour with the butter and sugar (action). The dough is now prepared (objective)’. When the order of the user’s thought process is reversed, she will work slower than when it matches her expectations. 
Lentz et. al. have attempted to provide a definition for the segment in a recipe. Their definition of a segment or “phase” is linked to “the unity of time and place” (7). They state that “the instructions that have to be executed in a single place and on a single object are considered part of a single phase”. From this perspective, they have studied the transitions between the segments or phases of a recipe and they have established that both transitions within phases as well as transitions between separate phases are marked. Furthermore, transitions can be marked by “graphic elements”, for example punctuation, and “verbal elements”, for example conjunctions (8). In their study of apple pie recipes through the ages, they conclude that while texts have become more fragmented, the relative amount of marked transitions has not increased. Larger texts simply require more punctuation marks, conjunctions or graphic marks than shorter texts.
Thus far it is evident that recipes have become more extensive and more fragmented. This is consistent with the changed purpose of cookery texts: to serve as an external memory for the reader. The modern reader or user does not have a problem with these long texts, because she reads or uses the text differently than she would read a short story or a magazine article. The user reads a segment of the recipe (‘Fry the onions and garlic for 5 minutes’), carries out the procedure (frying the ingredients) and then returns to the text to read and carry out the next step. The text user relies on the text to guide her through the process of cooking. Fragmentation, clear segments and effective marks are crucial in this process, because they aid the user as she switches from text to action and back. The translator of such a text needs to be aware of these text traits and their effect on the reader. 
In addition to perspective, segmentation and the order of instructions, the effectiveness of the task is influenced by stylistic features. Firstly, instructive texts with a direct style are more effective. Therefore, the writer should make use of imperatives and positive statements (Maes, 48). Secondly, objects should be referred to “unambiguously and adequately”. For instance, it can be more effective to instruct someone to ‘knock the dough back and press it gently’ than to tell them that ‘dough becomes less sticky when pressure is applied’. The latter direction does not take on the perspective of the user and is, therefore, less adequate than the first direction.
In the last phase of the model, the user checks and corrects the result of her actions. Maes et. al. emphasize the significance of this phase by stating that “self-correction is more important to instructive texts [than to regular texts]” (43). The user of a recipe is already checking herself during the process of cooking or reading in that she is constantly comparing the result of a completed action to the situation described in the subsequent phase. When she has finished, the final product has to match the situation that was conceptualised in the beginning. The user should therefore be able to compare “the results of her actions to certain sources of information”. She will, for instance, compare the colour of a sauce - the outcome of her actions - to the colour of the sauce on the photo that is part of the recipe. Aside from visual information, clues in the text can also be of assistance to the user. A recipe could state that ‘the sauce should be ruby red by now’. This type of information leaves more to the imagination of the reader and in doing so, demands more of the reader as well. A visual representation is more direct and unambiguous than a textual conception of the outcome and will therefore be more effective. Nevertheless, textual information can still help the user to effectively check and correct her actions, because she is a modern reader who is used to conceptualizing directions, knows how to handle segmented texts and can process large chunks of information.










Chapter 2: Cookery Text in Translation

	The discussion of text types does not merely serve the purpose of defining the cookery text, but will also help determine the translation method. First, I will go over different methods of translation and how they are related to the cookery text. Then, I will discuss translation problems.

2.1. Methods of Translation

	In addition to a classification of text types, Katharina Reiss also proposes “general methods of translation” for the various types (127). She links her set of basic text types to suitable modes of translation. The fourth type – the multimedial text type – is left out of this discussion, because it cannot be placed alongside the other types. In Reiss’ theory it is a superstructure and would require a different perspective. I have decided to continue without including a study into the field of audiovisual translation. 
Firstly, when the text type is informative, the text should be translated “according to the sense and meaning in order to maintain the invariability of the content. To this end it may be necessary that what is conveyed implicitly in the SL text should be explicated in the TL and vice versa” (128). So the translator will be expected to transfer the information communicated in the ST to the TT clearly and unambiguously. Rather than focusing on use of language and form, she will present the content in plain prose. 
Secondly, the expressive text type conveys a certain aesthetic form and artistic intention. The mode of translation is “translating by identification”, which means that “the translator identifies with the artistic and creative intention of the SL author in order to maintain the artistic quality of the text” and aims for a text with equivalent artistic organization (124-128). Therefore the translator focuses on form, use of language and the intended effect of these elements. She will attempt to transfer as much of it to the TT even if she has to choose form over content. So the meaning of a phrase can be different in the TT as long as the intended effect is similar to that in the ST.
The third text type – the operative type - moves away from content, form and author and focuses on the response of the TT recipient. Here the ST “convey[s] persuasively structured contents in order to trigger off impulses of behaviour [and] the TL must be capable of triggering off analogous impulses of behaviour in the TL reader”. The mode of translating is “adaptive translating”, by which “the psychological mechanisms of the use of persuasive language should be adapted to the needs of the new language community”. The TT should essentially use equivalent mechanisms to affect the readers and make them act a certain way or accept a certain concept. Whether the TT contains similar stylistic devices as the ST is less relevant than whether it conveys the same message.
The instructive text type is closely linked to the operative text type in the sense that they both try to get the reader to act a certain way. Reiss would in all probability claim that the instructive text is a text variety belonging in the category of the operative text. In my opinion, the instructive type is a separate type, because it has a more complicated function than the operative text type. Instead of changing the reader’s behaviour towards something, like an idea or a product, the instructive text type aims for the reader to act out a series of very specific actions. The result is tangible: a properly prepared dish. I propose a new mode of translating: instructive translation, by which the translator focuses on effectively transferring the instructions in the SL to the TL. Instructive grammatical structures, segmentation, and other information should be transferred to the TL to create an effective text which instructs its users adequately. The translator can intervene in order to make the TT recipient take specific actions. When translating a recipe, the translator will either stumble upon effective text features or less effective and even ineffective text features. It follows that in the case of the former, the translator aims for equivalency in an attempt to retain these features as much as possible. With the latter, she can take steps to make sure the user of the TT can carry out the actions more effectively.
In the cookery text, the instructive function in the text or part of the text should always be considered dominant and a priority for the translator. For if the translator does not adequately transfer the expressive or operative elements in a recipe to the TT, those elements will be lost to the TT readers. Yet, if the instructive content is not properly translated, the readers will not be able to get the right result. In other words, a recipe in the TT with poorly translated style is a bad reading experience at the most, while a recipe with incorrect or unclear instructions and references is completely useless. Then again, if a certain text, for example an additional chapter on the types of cheeses of the south of France, does not contain any instructions, then the translator should feel free to focus on the expressive or operative function.  




Although Christiane Nord’s model for text analysis in translation “is intended for translation instructors and students, translators could also gain from her [...] model” (Krause, 581).  Christiane Nord distinguishes four types of translation problems:
(a)	Pragmatic translation problems arise from the particular transfer situation with its specific contrast of ST v. TT recipients, medium, motive, function etc. 
(b)	Cultural translation problems arise from the differences in norms and conventions between the source and the target culture.
(c)	Linguistic translation problems arise from the structural difference between source and target language.
(d)	Text-specific translation problems arise from particular features of the source text. (Nord, 151-160)  
Under these headings I will discuss the translation problems of cookery texts and propose solutions or translation methods based on the modes discussed above. This overview of problems is a result of the study of both academic and non-academic literature, like reviews that discuss errors in translated cookbooks and newspaper articles about publishing. Furthermore, I located problems after source text analysis. First, I will discuss the pragmatic problems that are the result of the intended function of the text type.
 
2.2.1. Pragmatic translation problems
	
In the previous chapter, I established that a successful recipe will direct the user efficiently and effectively. A successful translator of recipes is aware of all the textual elements that increase or decrease the effectiveness of a text. I will now proceed by explaining how the translator can use her knowledge and awareness of such elements during the process of translation. In essence, I will demonstrate the method of instructive translation.
First of all, the translator can translate text into the perspective of action, which refers to the action or task instead of to the system or producer. For example, this instruction is not very effective: “[They] can be soaked in milk for half an hour before cooking, which removes the ammoniac flavour” (Patterson, Dickson Wright, 107). The use of the passive in this sentence broadens the gap between the reader and the task. A more effective translation would be:
TT: Leg ze voor het koken een half uur in wat melk om de smaak van ammoniak te verwijderen. (Soak them in milk for half an hour before cooking to remove the ammoniac flavour)
This translation is more adequate and urgent in referring to the action and the purpose.  
	Another significant feature to take into account is the order of action. The user expects to carry out actions in a logical order. For instance, when preparing a cake, she will expect to be instructed to butter the dish before pouring in a substance and putting it in the oven. Thus a sentence that presents a different order defies the user’s expectations and decreases the efficiency of the actions: 
ST: Now pour the cake batter in a buttered dish. 
TT: Vet een cakevorm in met boter en giet het beslag erin.
	(Butter a dish and pour in the batter)
 A more effective translation should stick to the order expected by the user of the text.
	It is also important to refer to ingredients or results unambiguously. In a recipe for roasted kidneys the reader is instructed to check the result: “the juices should run pink but not bloody” (107). It is clear that the juices should not be as red as blood and do not have to be as clear as the transparent juices that you would expect when piercing a thoroughly cooked chicken. Instead, they have to be ‘pink’. The translator has to imagine the situation in the target language and culture, so that she can come up with a translation that TT readers can understand, use and which leads to properly cooked kidneys. A literal translation of ‘bloody’ or ‘red as blood’ would sound disgusting in Dutch. Also, Dutch recipes rarely include directions to check cooked meat by piercing it, but rather refer to the final state of the meat: rare, medium or well done. An adequate and unambiguous translation could therefore include the clause: ‘De niertjes moeten rosé zijn’ (‘The kidneys should be medium-cooked’). This translation will enable the user to prepare the kidneys correctly.	
How the translator approaches non-textual features heavily depends on the translation task. Photos, paragraphing, enumeration and other marks are often the editor’s and not the translator’s responsibility. Yet the translator will have to translate captions. Perhaps she is even expected to check the content of the caption and the photos to make sure they match the content of the recipe. Especially vital in a recipe are punctuation and connectives, because they mark transitions in the text and help the reader switch from text to action and back. The translator must be aware of the value of these marks and how they function. Sometimes it might be more efficient to add a comma, but most of the times it will be a matter of retaining the marks of the ST. For example, the translator can reduce the speed of the user’s actions by joining two clauses or sentences with a conjunction. She can also split up sentences, so the reader will get a clearer view of the instruction. In her recipe for “Love Buns”, Nigella Lawson crams a lot of action in a single sentence: 
ST: Divide the mixture into a 12-bun muffin tin lined with muffin papers or heart-patterned cases, and bake in the oven for 15-20 minutes” (138-9). 
She is instructing the user to divide, line and bake. A more effective instruction uses the perspective of action:
TT: Pak een muffinvorm voor 12 muffins en vul die met gewone cakevormpjes of vormpjes met hartjes. Verdeel het beslag over de vormpjes en bak de bolletjes 15 tot 20 minuten in de oven. 
As a result of the transfer to Dutch, the sentence became even longer. By splitting up the sentence, the actions are presented in a clear way.
 
So far the presupposition has been that a text is effective when it is functional. This follows the dominant idea that “usability is the ultimate criterion for effectiveness” (Steehouder, 100). Therefore, linguists usually put very little effort into discussing rhetorical or expressive elements in instructive texts, because their influence on the efficiency of the text is considered insignificant. In his study of instruction manuals, Michaël Steehouder states that it would in fact be wise to study “the rhetorical aspects of instructive texts: the reader has to be motivated into reading and carrying out the instructions and the instructive text has to increase the goodwill of the producer” (100). He discusses elements that influence the distance between the user and producer of a text as well as elements that contribute to the polite tone of a text. Of course, recipes have different methods of use than manuals. For example, in Chapter Two, I determined that recipes are used as an external memory, while manuals usually motivate the reader to either carry out the instructions or not to carry them out. Despite this difference, it is still relevant to look at Steehouder’s examples of the use of expressive elements, for some of them can also be applied to recipes. 
	While most instructive texts have an “anonymous narrator”, some texts have “an explicit narrator” (102). In the latter the producer, persona, narrator or writer are referred to explicitly in the text. This could narrow the distance between the user of the text and its narrator. For instance, the narrator refers to himself with a personal pronoun when “in addition to the actual instructions, pieces of advice, words of warning or requests also occur” (105). In a recipe for quesadilla’s, Jamie Oliver makes a suggestion: “You can grill them, but I like to put them in a dry non-stick frying pan on a medium heat” (Oliver, 101). The use of first person narration here suggests that the writer is giving the reader advice instead of telling her what she must do. So instead of using an imperative form or an infinitive, the narrator directly refers to himself and to the user. Another strategy that suggests the narrator’s concern is “the use of evaluating adjectives and adverbs” (Steehouder, 106). For example, a phrase such as ‘it is best to’ could be used. For the translator it is important to know that these strategies are known to mark advice as opposed to directions. There are consequences if the translator were to narrow the distance when translating an instruction:
ST: Place them on kitchen towels to drain off excess fat (Dickson Wright, 107). 
TT: Je kunt ze het beste op keukenpapier leggen om het overtollige vet eruit te 
krijgen.
(It would be best if you placed them on kitchen towels to drain off excess fat)
The style of the TT now resembles that of a piece of advice, while in the ST it was clearly an instruction. The TT reader will interpret it as advice and is more likely not to carry out this piece of advice. As a result, the dish could end up being excessively greasy. This would defy the user’s expectation of a non-greasy final product and consequently she will not consider her actions or the recipe a success. It also works the other way around. For a concerned narrator can build up the reader’s confidence, enlarge the pleasure of reading and cooking and indirectly increase the text’s effectiveness. So when the narrator makes a suggestion that does not necessarily have to be followed for the user to complete the recipe, there is really no harm in the rhetorical elements being retained in translation. Again, the translator needs to be aware of the presence of these elements in instructive texts, so she can translate them adequately.
	Expressive elements strongly set the tone in a specific category of instruction: directions that refer to mistakes made by users. If a direction like that is phrased clumsily, it will come at a cost. As Steehouder puts it, it can be taken as “a form of criticism or as an accusation” and will consequently “threaten the reader’s self-esteem” (108). He gives us a “legendary” example from the instruction manual for a thermos flask:
Never put the flask and its cap in dishwater or the dishwasher. – You
wouldn’t clean your refrigerator in a filled up bathtub, would you?
(my translation)
Steehouder describes a variety of ways to mention the user’s errors that are appropriate to recipes: 
(1)	Adapting a rude tone: as described in the abovementioned example, this type of direction points out the reader’s stupidity.
(2)	Using a negative imperative: this type hardly threatens the user as it only implies that the writer might think the reader capable of performing an incorrect action. A direction could start with “Do not use”.
(3)	Using an imperative with “only” or “just”. This is even less threatening than the previous method. For example, a writer could direct the user to ‘only use regular tomatoes’. 
(4)	Instead of telling the user what she should not do, focus on what she should do. A direction could start with ‘Make sure you always check’.  
(5)	Adding arguments for the actions. A warning should be conspicuous and convincing in order to have any effect. Although, it should be noted that arguments often serve as nothing more than a means of adding a hint of politeness to the text.
(6)	Impersonalizing: the reader is not explicitly present in the direction and will therefore not be addressed, nor threatened.  This happens, for example, in a passive sentence. (108-111)
The translator recognizes all these strategies and can adapt them if necessary. In an effective ST example like this, the translator will recognize a few strategies: “Overcooked and curling at the edges, they have the texture of rubber” (Dickson Wright, 107). Firstly, this sentence is impersonalized, for it does not mention the user at all. Hence, she will not feel threatened, because the direction suggests that none of it is her responsibility. Secondly, it includes some argumentation. By stating that the prepared product will “have the texture of rubber” if it is cooked a certain way, the writer provides a valid reason for following the instructions. The rubber imagery sounds unpleasant enough to the reader that it will convince her to follow the directions that prevent an overcooked product. Other text-specific expressive elements, such as the specific tone in a text, will be discussed later on in this chapter. 
Thus far, it has become evident that translating a recipe and other cookery texts is a complicated task. The translator is forced to deal with both instructive and expressive discourses, albeit with the former in the dominant position. In other words, the translator has to create a readable target text which satisfies the target reader stylistically and is most of all effective, so that the reader can carry out the instructions. There are many more issues for the translator to consider. There is the quality of the ST writing, the abundance of cultural specific items in a recipe, the terminology, measurements and much more. I will now discuss another pragmatic translation problem that involves the contrast between ST and TT senders. 

The quality of the ST is influenced by the quality of the writer. Translator Walter Smet points out that although journalists and other professional writers also write cookery texts, they are often produced by cooks or foodies (Smet, 15). In his opinion, these untrained writers cannot be expected to deliver professional quality and consequently their texts amount to no more than useless chatter. In addition, their recipes often contain mistakes such as omission of ingredients or instructions. It is the translator’s job to spot these errors. She should then decide how to correct them. Smet relates the anecdote about the translation of Pellegrino Artusi’s cookbook La scienza in cucina e l arte di mangier bene (Science in the kitchen and the art of eating well). In their foreword, the translators explained how they were faced with a choice between treating the text as either “a collection of practical recipes or a period document that chronicled a culinary history with literary irony” (15, my translation). They opted for the latter and did not edit the ST in any way. For example, they did not correct Artusi when he omitted ingredients or mixed up instructions. Unfortunately, this translation strategy does not benefit the reader who actually wants to prepare Artusi’s dishes. This TT recipient is left to find errors by himself.
	The choice of strategy should be determined by the predominant type of discourse: directive discourse. However, this does not eliminate the presence of the other discourses. If the expressive discourse does indeed have such a strong presence in the text, because it foregrounds the author and contains a specific style, then it makes sense that the translator try to preserve that aesthetic and artistic form. She can strive to preserve Artusi’s style and persona as much as possible, while making sure that the lists of ingredients are correct. Of course, this should be communicated with her client.
	A contrast between ST and TT recipients can lead to considerable problems with the translation of recipes. For example, some texts target readers with “a basic sense of cooking” (Hesser). If the translation task involves a broader and less cookery savvy TT audience, there will be practical consequences. The ST reader will know what to do when she is directed to ‘add skinned tomatoes’, but the TT reader needs to know how to skin tomatoes before she can add them. The translator – after stumbling upon this problem in her analysis – will phrase the instruction to fulfill the TT reader’s needs. If necessary, and in concurrence with her client, the translator could add information.       
A similar issue arises when the TT is produced well after the ST was written. When translating a text written decades ago, the translator has to wonder whether certain cooking methods are up to date. They may need more instruction or annotation. Also, ingredients might no longer be available or appropriate. The Two Fat Ladies display rather old-fashioned ideas when they write about “milk-fed calves” (104). The way these calves are reared is not only commonly seen as unethical, but also banned in many countries these days. In such cases, the translator has to use her knowledge of TT foods to find a suitable replacement that does not change the outcome of the recipe.

2.2.2. Cultural translation problems

According to Christiane Nord, when “translating from one particular culture into another, certain problems may arise which would not occur between two other cultures. These problems are a result of the differences in culture-specific (verbal) habits, expectations, norms and conventions concerning verbal and other behaviour” (Nord, 159). This definition of cultural translation problems is vague, though. To begin with, the term “cultural-specific” is fuzzy, because almost all norms of a language could be interpreted as being part of the culture. Or as Javier Franco Aixelá puts it, “in a language everything is culturally produced, beginning with the language itself” (Aixelá, 57). He has attempted to come to a definition of the “cultural-specific item” or CSI that avoids tension or fuzziness: 
Those textually actualized items whose function and connotations in a source text involve a translation problem in their transference to a target text, whenever this problem is a product of the nonexistence of the referred item or of its different intertextual status in the cultural system of the readers of the target text (58).
Aixelá also explains that the translator can manipulate these CSIs for translation by either
conserving (part of) their meaning or connotation or substituting it. The cookery text is full of cultural specific items. Every term for food or food preparation is usually connected to a specific national or regional cuisine. Some of these terms will have a different place or meaning in other cultures. Their function and connotation can differ in the TL. Therefore, they are cultural specific items.
As recipes are instructive texts and more practical in nature, they will be more likely to require substitution in translation than conservation. In the method of instructive translation, the need for correct and effective description and direction is ultimately more important than the preservation of a cultural connotation. In other words, it is more effective to substitute a CSI with an equivalent in the TL than to try and retain the connotation. For example, in her recipe for “Love Buns”, Nigella Lawson refers to “Mr Whippy”, a brand of cupcakes famous for its voluminous, swirled toppings (Lawson, 138-9). The translator could choose to substitute this item unknown to the target reader. For example, the reference to the brand Mr Whippy can be deleted and the translator can refer to the thick, gleaming, voluminous quality of the topping. Then the reader would be able to understand the reference use it in the process of cooking. However, if the translator were to use exoticize – leave Mr Whippy as it is- , most readers would not understand and would be left to find out for themselves.
Still, there can sometimes be a specific need for conservation of cultural elements. Allusions to other cultures enhance the reader’s pleasure. For example, a recipe for ‘Spaghetti Arrabiata’ sounds more attractive than a recipe for ‘Spaghetti with Spicy Tomato Sauce’. Although it makes sense for the translator to opt for a strategy of substitution when translating the ingredients, an external element such as the name of this dish can be transferred directly to the TT. It is the attention-grabber of the recipe and should be as attractive as possible. 
On the other hand, it can also be inappropriate to repeat a cultural specific item. Some ingredients or dishes are a taboo in the target culture. The translator would spoil the reader’s pleasure by “being insensitive to food taboos” (de Jong, 13), because people can be put off by certain foods or traditions. In an interview, Dutch translator Berthe Meijer talks about sheep’s testicles, which are considered completely acceptable and edible in some eastern cultures: 
If such a recipe were to be discussed in the same untroubled tone in a Dutch cookbook as it would be in the country of origin, where it is treated as a steak, it would sound disgusting. You should present it as an oddity; I would write about it flippantly and use metaphors (13, my translation).
In the end, the choice between conservation and substitution is determined by the nature of the translation task. As Walter Smet puts it, “in a book that describes a specific regional cuisine, many terms should not be translated, which the reader will appreciate. In a general recipe book, which happens to be produced in France, any foreign references should have vanished, so that the book appears to be a Dutch product” (19-20, my translation). 
Although conversion charts help the translator to adequately transfer measurements to the system of the target culture, the translation of these cultural-specific items can still lead to mistakes. Translators might blindly transfer ounces to grams and end up with unrealistic quantities. For example, 5 ounces in the imperial system equal 141.7 grams in the metric system. The reader would need a specialized scale to cook. So the translator can convert 5 ounces of peas to 150 grams without any difficulty, for 8.3 grams of peas amount to no more than a teaspoon. When preparing peas soup, this small amount will not alter the result. Usually, these impractical quantities can be rounded up or down without changing the outcome of the recipe. However, Liesbeth Spreeuwenberg, writer of the only English-Dutch culinary dictionary, comments that amounts in recipes for baking do need to be as specific as possible. With this type of recipe, the translator will have to determine the impact of changing the specific amounts and make a decision. A few grams of baking powder can change the way cake rises, while an additional 3 grams of sugar in the same cake will not noticeably alter the sweetness of the final product. For the translation of other elements from the British Imperial system, Spreeuwenberg’s dictionary offers a clear and comprehensive chapter on conversion (373-80). 
Since many British cookbooks have been written for an international market, they usually use the metric system. So, this segment of the market does not cause a real problem. However, the books that use the US system of measurement do. While the standard cookbooks of French, Italian, Spanish and Greek culinary culture have already been translated to Dutch, the American standard The Betty Crocker Cookbook has been left untouched. Of course, cookbooks from this country have never made up a large part of the market, which probably accounts for the lack of translations. Still, translating amounts in Betty Crocker would be a huge enterprise. The difficulty is not in the translation of fluids, but in the translation of dry ingredients. For instance, a recipe for “Spinach Fettuccine Casserole with Chicken and Bacon” lists “1½ cups cubed cooked chicken” as an ingredient (141). There is no conversion chart available which converts the volume of dry ingredients to their weight. The translator can either retain the references to the US system and consequently alienate Dutch readers, or opt for substitution of the US system with the metric system. This includes a lot of work on the translator’s part, for she would have to find out what the weight of the dry ingredients is.
Donna Hay measures in cups in her cookbook Entertaining, but has added a conversion list as an appendix. It lists the dry ingredients and their metric weight per cup. Hence, she has offered translators the option of using the metric system without having to figure out what a cup of dried figs comes down to. Yet, the translators of the Dutch version have decided to keep the references to cups as well as the list in the appendix. For Dutch readers, who do not use cups, this is “impractical, time-consuming and not accurate enough for baking” (Verhoeven-van Raamsdonk). It is not surprising that there are hardly any translations from books that use the US system. A series of cookbooks devoted to baking recipes and Winnie the Pooh has been translated to Dutch. In the introduction of Winnie-the-Pooh’s Teatime Cookbook, the author advises young cooks to use cups. He explains that “one cup equals 0,250 l” and that the easiest way to go about it is to use such a measuring instrument to measure all the ingredients (11). The Dutch translator has decided to translate ‘cups’ to ‘kop’. The useful explanation in the introduction is also retained. This strategy enables the reader to carry out the instructions effectively and adequately, since she can easily measure the amounts and will not be confused by the use of cups. Moreover, it is a lot easier on the translator. However, this strategy can only be applied to this genre of recipes. Translating the US system to our metric system will always provide a problem and shall most likely be avoided by publishers and translators. 

   The Culinary Dictionary also offers information on how to convert instructions about oven temperatures (374). English recipes often direct the reader to put the dish in a moderate or hot oven. The untrained translator might be inclined to overlook these phrases and not recognize them as CSIs. This could lead to inappropriate repetition or deletion of the item:
ST: moderately hot oven
TT: hete oven (deletion)
ST: bake it in a slow oven
TT: bak het op lage temperatuur (vague repetition)
After reading these directions, the reader will have no clue as to how she should set the temperature. The best translation, which will enable the user to understand the recipe and prepare the dish effectively, occurs when the translator recognizes the CSI and converts the instruction to a suitable temperature:
       ST: in a moderately hot oven
       TT: op 150°
This makes the situation in the recipe clearer and more practical to the reader. The Culinary Dictionary is a useful tool for the translator, because it lists the Dutch equivalents of other means of measurement, like sticks of butter, glasses and coffee cups. It is vital that the translator recognizes these CSIs, so that she can translate them adequately. 
The bulk of the complaints about the translation of cookery texts are about errors in the use of cooking terminology. Translators sometimes refer to a TT ingredient that simply does not exist and they often provide a fuzzy or incorrect translation of a term. Of course, the terminology of cooking is as complex as any other specialized vocabulary. Berthe Meijer explains that a “dutch oven” is a cookery pot used for stewing and has, in fact, little to do with the Dutch ‘oven’ (De Jong, 12). The translation of such items depends on the translation task. In most situations naturalization or limited or absolute universalization is the best strategy, because it helps the translator refer to practical situations adequately and unambiguously. Yet, in cookbooks that aim to inform the reader on certain cultural differences, certain strategies of conservation could be appropriate. For example, Gordon Ramsey and Mark Sargeant wrote Gordon Ramsey’s Great British Pub Food about the “great British Pub [that] has played an important and unique role in British society” (9). They have filled the book with “dishes that have become pub classics” (10) and aim to either remind the reader of the traditional pub food. That includes making use of local ingredients. For instance, they include a specific cut of lamb called “Barnsley Chops”. Although they explain how the meat is cut from the bone, the cultural-specific item is listed with the ingredients. In this case, it would be appropriate for the translator to repeat the name for the lamb chops, so that the recipe can be carried out and retains it cultural connotation at the same time.
Confusing ingredients create another problem. They are CSIs that appear to have an obvious equivalent in the TL, but whose counterparts have a different connotation in the target culture. The translation of these items calls for a greater understanding of the target culture. For example, English recipes that mention cream, could either refer to single cream or double cream. The latter is a type of cream that contains more fat than the Dutch ‘slagroom’ (single cream or whipping cream) and cannot be purchased in the Netherlands. The translator has to determine which type is intended. Walter Smet talks about butter, an ingredient which has different consistencies in different countries. He points out that the translator should stay “alert and suspicious” if she wants to properly translate these “false friends” (19, my translation).

2.2.3. Linguistic translation problems

	In his contrastive discourse analysis of recipes, Raymond van den Broeck, describes the “broad range of variation” in “the linguistic expression of directive speech acts” in Dutch recipes. I have listed them here:
(1)	Polite requests (the pronoun for formal address u + finite verb form) 




(Van den Broeck, 42).
Van den Broeck adds that the dominant form used in Dutch recipes is the imperative. In English there is hardly any variation and those recipes contain “almost exclusively imperatives” (43). Other structures like the passive are rarely used. 
	The problem is which structure to use. Should the translator change the imperatives from the English ST into a variety of structures in the Dutch TT? Van den Broeck does not answer this question when he states that “the theoretical norm remains rather vague” (42). These days, the Dutch expression ‘men + finite verb form’ is considered archaic and therefore scarcely used. This also applies to performative expressions. That leaves the other possible structures. The problem can be resolved by looking at the function of the text. Firstly, I have already established that the translator should aim for effectiveness. This can be achieved when the instructions fit the situation as imagined by the user of the text. Since Van den Broeck’s contrastive analysis has shown that the dominant structure in Dutch recipes is the imperative, it can be presumed that most readers expect this structure in recipes. Therefore, the translator must strive to conserve as many imperatives as possible in the TT. Secondly, I have also established that structures other than the imperative can often be seen as expressive elements, as they add a specific tone to the text. So if the translator were to use a more expressive structure in her translation, it would be wise to consider the effect on the reader as discussed above in section 2.2.1. 
To demonstrate the different possibilities and their connotative meanings, I am using an example from Nigella Lawson’s recipe for Love Buns. An example of an instruction:
ST: Whisk everything with an electric beater until the icing becomes thick and holds peaks like a meringue (139).
According to Van den Broeck, the translator has a choice between various linguistic expressions. First, there is the polite request: 
TT: U mixt alles met een elektrische mixer tot een dikke, luchtige massa waarin pieken blijven staan.
For most cookery texts, the pronoun ‘U’ is too informal. Another option would be:
TT: Je mixt alles met een elektrische mixer tot…
The tone of this translation is friendly and involves the user, suggesting that the action is something he or she can easily perform. The translator can also use an infinitive construction:
TT: (Alles) mixen met een elektrische mixer tot…
Whereas an imperative verb is aimed at someone, this infinitive construction does not seem to target a person. Consequently it is impersonal and conveys a sense of detachment. Also impersonal, but more commonly used, are passive constructions: 
TT: Alles wordt met een elektrische mixer gemixt tot…
The danger with these instructions is that they slow down the pace of a text when used repetitively. As stated above, the imperative expression is the dominant form in English and Dutch recipes: 
TT: Mix alles met een elektrische mixer tot…
This type of instruction is effective, because it targets the user and conveys a sense of urgency; it is clear that the author is not offering advice or making a suggestion but directing the user. Then there are performative expressions and expressions with modal auxiliaries, which are both suitable for advice and suggestions: 
TT: Het is het beste alles te mixen met …
TT: Alles kan met een elektrische mixer worden gemengd…
They are less effective as instructions, though. They both suggest that mixing with an electric mixer is an option for the user, who will not be aware of the necessity of using an electric mixer instead of a whisk or a spoon. The translator of recipes should be able to make all these considerations and choose the most effective and appropriate expressions.
	Although writers of English recipes predominantly use imperative forms, they also sometimes use present participle constructions. These are “often rendered by TL imperatives”:
ST: Fitting the paper which has been greased on the top side neatly into the greased tin, by overlapping the cut corners.
TT: Leg het papier daarna in de ingevette vorm. Vouw de ingesneden randen naar boven en zorg dat…
(Put the paper into the greased tin. Fold the corners upwards and make sure that…)
(Van den Broeck, 44)
Sometimes these dangling participles are used alongside imperatives:
ST: Serve the soup immediately, sprinkling 2 to 3 tablespoons of the toasted sunflower seeds.    
TT: Serveer de soep heet en strooi over elk bord 2 of 3 eetlepels zonnebloempitten.
(Serve the soup immediately and sprinkle…)
(Van den Broeck, 44)
In both examples, the consistent use of imperatives in the TT is effective, unlike these examples:
TT: Serveer de soep heet, terwijl u er 2 of 3 eetlepels zonnebloempitten over strooit
(Serve the soup immediately, while you sprinkle 2 to 3 tablespoons...)
or
TT: Leg het papier daarna in de ingevette vorm door de ingesneden randen naar boven te vouwen en te zorgen dat…
(Put the paper into the greased tin by folding the corners upwards, while making sure that…)
The first example makes the action look more complex than it actually is by suggesting that it contains three simultaneous actions: bringing the soup to the dinner table, measuring 2 to 3 tablespoons of seeds and sprinkling them. The structure of the sentences in the second example is also too complex. The translator should avoid these cumbersome constructions and follow van den Broeck’s examples.

2.2.4. Text-specific translation problems

It is difficult to make general remarks about text-specific problems. The following chapter contains more translation analysis and will explore problems that arise from particular features of the source text. First, I will discuss the problem that arises when the ST has a dominant style, tone or register. 
In some cases, the ST writer’s persona is so dominant in both ST and TT culture that it becomes impossible for the translator to ignore this. Written texts have corresponding audiovisual text, turning the cookery text into a cross-medial product. For instance, a British chef presents his recipes in a TV programme; the matching DVD contains a selection of these recipes and all of them, with introductory texts, can be found in his cookbook. All of this is promoted by said TV chef as he visits a range of TV shows, radio programmes and even cooks on some of these shows. Throughout this process, the chef’s voice is heard and seen in his shows, in his recipes, in the subtitles of his show in other countries and on websites. The implication for the translator is that she will be translating a text with a persona that is almost omnipresent in media. The reader will have certain expectations about the text. For example, famous Brit Jamie Oliver has a distinctive style:
[T]hrow all this into a food processor with a handful of peeled and chopped spring onions and a good handful of fresh coriander. Once this has been chopped up nice and fine, I add a couple more chopped tomatoes, a good pinch of salt and half of another avocado, chopped, to give it a nice chunky texture. Transfer everything into a bowl and season carefully with sea salt, freshly ground black pepper and a good squeeze of lemon or lime juice. If you decide to buy ready-made guacamole, which is a bit lazy but probably very realistic, you can put it into a bowl and chirp it up a bit with a squeeze of lemon juice, a little extra salt and a bit of chilli to give it a kick (Oliver, 101)
The British cook has made unusual choices. For one, he has thrown aside conventions for structure. He does not present the reader with a list of ingredients, but highlights them in the main text. Furthermore, he does not provide clear measurements. Instead, the register is informal and the overall tone is relaxed. The use of positive and informal language such as “good squeeze”, “nice and fine” and “nice chunky” suggests that the recipe is easy and bound to be a success. Informal and unspecified expressions like “throw it into the food processor” and “a handful of” make the preparation seem hassle-free. This attitude towards cooking is part of Oliver’s signature style. It is what the readers expect to find in his books, TV programmes and magazines. The translator would completely defy these expectations and ruin the readers’ pleasure if she did not retain at least some of the persona’s voice. 
 
The translation issues above have been discussed in a specific order. In Nord’s model there is a notion of hierarchy. Problems can be “listed according to their ‘generalizability’ from those problems which occur in any translation task to those which are only present in one concrete translation task” (Nord, 158). In this chapter I started with the pragmatic problems which are relevant to the translation of all recipes and ended with the problems that are specific to one set of texts. By using the remarks made in the first category, the translator can solve a lot of translation problems. Decisions made on this level will often also resolve problems in the other categories. So if the translator chooses a certain strategy for dealing with pragmatic problems, she will not have to deal with related cultural translation problems. If no problem arises on a pragmatic level, there might always be one on the cultural level. The translation problems can, therefore, be “processed effectively in [this] order” (Nord, 137). 






Chapter 3: Text Analysis and Translation

	Throughout this thesis the emphasis has been on the function of the recipe: it aims to direct the reader to carry out instructions for cooking. This purpose should always be on the translator’s mind, from the moment she learns of the translation commission. In the text analysis that precedes the actual translation process, the translator will end up making decisions based on this principle. As Christiane Nord puts it, “communicative function is of decisive importance for text analysis” (35). I have used her model for translation-oriented text analysis and applied it to four source texts: excerpts from Two Fat Ladies: Obsessions by Clarissa Dickson-Wright and Jennifer Paterson, Jamie’s Dinners by Jamie Oliver, Feast by Nigella Lawson and a text from the website www.bbcgoodfood.com. The purpose of this analysis, and also of this thesis, is purely academic and therefore I have completely ignored the already existing translations of these texts. Moreover, I am using hypothetical translation commissions. 




3.1 Analysis of extratextual factors in cookery texts.
	
	Since all the texts translated here have the same function, most of the extratextual factors are the same. I will therefore start with an analysis of all texts and only mention differences where necessary. The intratextual factors, which focus on the style of the individual texts, will be discussed separately. 

Author or sender
The first three texts are written by British authors. Two Fat Ladies is written by two British authors who are well-known in the source culture due to the fact that they have published many cookbooks and performed in their own TV show. In the introduction, one of the authors mentions how Prince Charles himself has even corresponded with them. They have no such status in the target culture. Although their show has been broadcasted on Dutch television, the last series aired more than a decade ago. The general TT audience will therefore be unaware of who they are.
Jamie Oliver and Nigella Lawson are well-known characters in SL and TL society. He has a reputation of being a laid-back and modern chef, while she is an untrained cook known for her love for writing and cooking. 






The STs have the intention of providing the addressee with information on several ingredients and instructions on how to prepare dishes with those ingredients. The TTs share this intention.

Addressee or recipient
Both ST and TT recipients are interested in cooking, but the latter will have little knowledge about British culinary culture. These relatively popular texts are written for a large audience with basic or no cooking skills. The recipients are everyday people and not necessarily chefs or connoisseurs. This applies to the ST as well as the TT.

Medium
Two Fat Ladies and Feast are both hardback books with illustrations. Although the TTs will be published on paperback, they will have the same format and lay-out as the ST.
The ST from Jamie’s Dinners comes from a printed book, while the TT will be in a printed magazine. This magazine works with a standard format for recipes. They always have a list of ingredients followed by the text with instructions.





The ST was produced and received in Britain, while the TT will be produced and received in the Netherlands. The problem is that Dutch addressees will not understand several cultural specific references made in the recipes as well as in the introductory texts. For example, there are references to the British ‘moors’, ‘Mr Whippy’, ‘clotted cream’ and ‘Cream of Tartar’. The translator has to consider for each of these how they contribute to the instructions.

Time 
The small differences in time hardly influence the production of the TTs. Oliver, Lawson and www.bbcgoodfood.com all produced their texts in the last decade. The Two Fat Ladies was published in 1999 and their writers are a lot older than those of the other texts. The translator needs to be aware of this and anticipate references that are not up-to-date.

Motive 
The texts from www.bbcgoodfood.com and Feast are being translated with the intention of presenting the Dutch readers with the content. This does not have any consequences for the translations.
Whereas the productions and marketing of Two Fat Ladies revolved around its famous authors, the publisher of the TT aims to bring out a series of cookbooks representing British culinary culture. The TT will be part of that collection. As a consequence, the presence of references to British gastronomic culture becomes very important. If the translator deleted all cultural specific references, the text would no longer be recognizable as a product of British culture. Therefore, the translator should try to retain some sense of Britishness in the TT, within the margins of instructive translation. 
Both ST and TT instruct the reader on how to prepare a dish by Jamie Oliver.  For this occasion, the assignment is to translate one of Jamie Oliver’s recipes for a Dutch culinary magazine. 

Function
	The STs have the purpose of instructing the reader on how to prepare food adequately and efficiently. They also give practical and cultural information on certain ingredients. The TTs will have the same function. The TT of Two Fat Ladies is expected to retain some of the British atmosphere.
The ST and TT both aim to direct the reader, but the TT also aims to promote Jamie Oliver’s products. For that purpose, the translator needs to produce a readable TT. 

3.2. Analysis and annotated translation: Two Fat Ladies: Obsessions

The translation-oriented analysis of the intratextual factors – in other words, of the style and content of the cookery texts – has revealed translation problems. As an introduction to each translation, I will discuss relevant and significant conclusions drawn from that analysis. 

Information or content 
In the ST, the authors explore their obsessions with specific ingredients. In each chapter, they introduce one ingredient and add recipes that incorporate that ingredient. In the TT, this will be the same. The authors’ passion with the foods they discuss manifests itself in the abundance of information they provide the reader with. Each recipe contains a list of ingredients. The list also includes basic instructions on what to do with them even before the actual cooking starts: “225 g / 8 oz ox kidney, skinned, inside fat removed, chopped into chunks” (107). So the users of the text have to perform a set of actions before they start following the instructions from the main text, which also contains a lot of information. This does not only include instructions, but also extra notes, warnings, suggestions on how to serve the dish and proposed variations for preparation. None of this causes a problem for the translation, because all this has to end up in the TT as well. Only the British measurements can be left out in the TT. Finally, in the list of ingredients the authors ask for “medium carrots” twice, but there is only one portion needed according to the instructions. Obviously, the translator should omit this error in the TT.

Presuppositions
There are some presuppositions in the ST. For example, the ST constantly refers to cultural specific dishes: “steak and kidney pudding or pie”, “Dutch sweetbreads”, “buttered carrots”, and “creamed sorrel puree” (106-9). These references are mostly mentioned in the introduction or with the suggestions for accompanying dishes. So using a strategy of conservation will not alter the outcome of the recipe. Therefore, retaining the cultural specific connotation of steak and kidney pudding by using repetition would follow the requirements of the translation commission. For most of the other dishes, a conservative translation strategy could be used. Another cultural specific item that creates a problem is the reference to being “out on the moors all day”. The translator will have to find a suitable equivalent in the TL that is understandable, but has not lost its cultural connotation. Finally, there are some ingredients and instructions that also suffer from being too cultural specific. The recipe instructs the reader to use “thick cream” and “pork fat”. The first reference is vague and the second one is not a common ingredient in the target culture. Then the recipe tells the reader to “flute” the top of a pie, a very British manoeuvre. It is up to the translator to transfer all these items to the TL, so that the reader can effectively follow the instructions.

Lexical characteristics
The introductory text contains imagery, as discussed in Chapter 1. The translator can try and retain as much of these expressive elements as possible, as they are not part of the instructive part of the text.
The ST has a relatively high register for recipes. For example, the authors talk about “procure[ing] and even thickness” and “scatter[ing] the carrots and shallots over the bottom”. The diction becomes even more elevated with phrases such as “they are most delectable” and “outrageous, I say”. The diction of the ST conveys the tone of the elitist, senior and very British authors. Their style not only echoes their enthusiasm for cooking with offal, but also their contempt for people who have not treated the food group well. All this fits their past appearances on television and their reputation in Britain. To the TT readers, their personalities are not very important. It will be impossible to transfer all this to Dutch, simply because this context eludes the TT readers. If the translator forced the typical style upon the TT, it would become a lengthy and archaic text. The TT reader could even sense a hint of arrogance in it. The translator should, therefore, use a consistent and more informal register, but is free to avoid overly archaic expressions. 

Syntactic structures




Translation of an excerpt from Two Fat Ladies: Obsessions, Chapter 16: “Offal”.

ORGAANVLEES
Het is buitengewoon vreemd dat zoveel mensen huiveren bij de gedachte aan orgaanvlees. In Amerika wordt het zelfs bijna helemaal niet gebruikt. Toen ik er jaren geleden woonde, kregen we de lamsniertjes, zwezerik en lamshersenen gewoon gratis van de slager, omdat ze anders toch zouden worden weggegooid of als kattenvoer zouden worden gebruikt (1). De meeste Engelsen (2) hebben zich in hun jeugd tegen lever gekeerd, nadat ze geconfronteerd werden met walgelijke stukken schoenleer en van die vreselijke, donkerbruine smurrie of met een ovenschotel met runderlever die zo lang was doorgekookt dat er alleen maar een smerig, scherp en ranzig goedje over was gebleven (3). Hetzelfde geldt voor alle soorten niertjes. De reden is natuurlijk dat alles waanzinnig lang werd doorgekookt. Voor lever en niertjes geldt over het algemeen dat ze snel bereid moeten worden, zodat ze sappig en rosé (4) blijven. Grotere runderniertjes kunnen in stoofschotels worden gebruikt, zoals in een steak en kidney pudding of pie (5). Daarin geven ze smaak aan de jus.
Hersenen en zwezerik zijn een heel ander verhaal. Ze moeten heel precies worden klaargemaakt, omdat als je het smerige vlies eromheen laat zitten, dat de verfijnde textuur helemaal verpest. Ik herhaal het nog maar eens, de meeste mensen met een hekel aan organen (6) staan al van kinds af aan bloot aan smaakmisbruik (7). Zwezerik komt van de thymusklier. Er zit er één in de keel van het dier en bij het hart zit een groter en ronder exemplaar. Ik vind ze allebei echt verrukkelijk, al zijn ze tegenwoordig moeilijk te vinden nu alles wordt verboden. Je kunt afzichtelijk dure kalfszwezerik (8) kopen, maar je kunt ook in het seizoen wanneer de lammeren geslacht worden, bij een degelijke plaatselijke slager lamszwezerik halen. 
Hart smaakt heerlijk als het met zorg is bereid. Het is zelfs zo dat sluwe restauranthouders tijdens de oorlog in reepjes gesneden hart serveerden als wilde eend. 
Kippenlevers waren vroeger een echte traktatie, omdat je altijd maar één lever per kip kreeg. Tegenwoordig zijn ze er natuurlijk in overvloed, aangezien je de organen er niet meer bij krijgt. Dat vind ik echt schandalig en ik neem het al die consumenten die er niet om vragen zeer kwalijk (9).
Pens is het enige orgaanvlees dat ik nooit heb kunnen verdragen en dat vind ik heel jammer. Ik vind het wel leuk dat het op verschillende manieren kan worden klaargemaakt, maar er zit op zich weinig smaak aan. Voor de rest wint orgaanvlees het voor mij van de meeste andere vleessoorten. 

STEAK EN KIDNEY PIE
Rundernier kan veel langer opstaan dan andere soorten. Hij zorgt voornamelijk voor een mooie volle smaak, bijvoorbeeld in de bekende steak en kidney pie of pudding (10). Ik vind de pie lekkerder, omdat ik de bodem van rundervet van de pudding (11) te zwaar en zompig vind, ook al is het nog zo licht gemaakt. Je moet heel wat klei vertrapt (12) hebben op deze pie te verdienen. Aan de slag.

225 g bladerdeeg 
(zelfgemaakt of gekocht)
700 g lendenbiefstuk 
225 g rundernier, zonder vel en binnenvet, in stukken gehakt
2 el bloem, met peper en zout op smaak gebracht
1 grote ui, in plakken gesneden 
55 g boter 
1 el olie 
300 ml rode wijn of runderbouillon, of een combinatie van beide
Een bouquet garni of wat laurierblad met peterselie steeltjes en tijm
Mengsel van geklopt eigeel met een beetje water (13)
 
Als je het deeg zelf maakt, doe dit dan eerst en laat het daarna in de koelkast rusten. Snijd het vlees dwars op de draad in reepjes van 5 x 2.5cm. Doe de bloem in een diepvrieszakje (14) en schud daarin het vlees en de niertjes, totdat ze helemaal met bloem bedekt zijn. 
Fruit de ui in de boter met olie, schep die met een schuimspaan uit de pan en leg op een bord. Braad het vlees in dezelfde pan snel aan alle kanten aan, en hevel het over naar een pasteivorm of een ovenschaal met een inhoud van 1 liter (15). Giet de wijn en/of de bouillon in de braadpan en breng aan de kook. Roer en schraap over de bodem van de pan om alles goed met het braadvocht te mengen (16). Breng dit op smaak met zout en peper en giet het over de biefstuk en de niertjes. Meng er de ui door en leg het bouquet garni in het midden.
Rol het deeg uit tot een lap die iets groter is dan de ovenschaal. Snijd reepjes van het deeg, maak de rand van de schaal vochtig en leg de reepjes deeg erop. Bevochtig ook deze deegrand en leg de deeglap dan over de schaal heen. Snijd het overtollige deeg met een scherp mes van de rand af, druk de deegrand aan en maak er met de tanden van een vork inkepingen in. Met restjes deeg kun je de pie versieren. Bestrijk het geheel met het eimengsel. Maak gleufjes in het deeg, zodat de stoom kan ontsnappen. 




Verwijder het vetvrije papier en serveer de pie met worteltjes in boter, doperwtjes en eventueel aardappelpuree.

Notes 
(1) To avoid a more literal translation such as ‘aan een kattenmens zouden worden gegeven’.
(2) This is an example of a reference to Britain. There seems to be no objection to translating it to ‘de meeste mensen’. Yet, it helps present the text as British, which is what the client also demands of the TT. Therefore, I have opted for ‘de meeste Engelsen’. 
(3) I left out the remark about ‘disintegration point’ in the TT in order to end up with a sentence with more flow and a similar meaning.
(4) I used ‘sappig en rosé’ for ‘juicy and pink’, because a speaker of Dutch would not refer to meat by using ‘roze’.
(5) I have translated these dishes literally, as they add a sense of ‘britishness’ to the text. This conservation does not influence the instructions at all. 
(6) This is better than repeating the pronoun ‘ze’ in ‘die een hekel aan ze hebben’.
(7) I thought the idea of ‘taste-abuse’ was funny, so I tried to retain it in the TT.
(8) ‘Dutch sweetbreads’ is a typical English name. The English language contains many Dutch things that have nothing to do with being Dutch. Therefore any TT equivalent with ‘Dutch’ in it would be confusing to Dutch speakers. Also, the Dutch equivalent of ´milk/fed calf´ is a ´kistkalf´, but I have deleted this reference as it is not considered correct to keep or eat these anymore. The keeping of ‘kistkalveren’ is banned in The Netherlands.
(9) Dutch ‘vragen’ is not as strong as ‘demand’, but works better in this sentence then ‘die ze niet eisen’.
(10) As stated in the preceding analysis, I want to translate as many CSI’s with a strategy of conservation where possible. This is good example of a dish that TT reader will recognize as being typically British. 
(11) Referring to the item ‘suet’ when translating ‘suet crust’ is not effective in the TT, because the Dutch normally do not use fats like that in baking. Still, it is a CSI and by adding gloss I have tried to clarify it for the TT recipient as well as keep the cultural connotation. 
(12) ‘you need to have been out on the moors all day’ suggests activities in the rugged  outdoors. It’s is also very cultural specific. This is lost in a translation with ‘heide’. My translation still conjures up images of a day in rugged conditions and adds a sense of ´Britishness´ through the mention of ´moors´.
(13) The only plastic bags the Dutch use in the kitchen are sandwich bags, which are to small and thin for this action, or freezer bags which are just right. 
(14) I have added the he cultural specific ‘pasteivorm’.
(15) There is no linguistic Dutch equivalent for ‘eggwash’. 
(16) In the ST, the segment “Pour the wine…juices” included many instructions and a present participle construction. I intervened by splitting up the segment into two sentences to avoid a phrase like ‘al roerende en schrapende’. I also added information with ‘over de bodem van de pan’. A more literal translation such as ‘schraap de pan’ is unclear; should you scrape the bottom or the entire pan? Another option, ‘roer over de bodem’ is not complete, because it leaves the scraping movement which is necessary to really mix everything. So, small amounts of added information were necessary to make the instructions effective in the TT. For the same reason I have added the information ‘mengen’ in ‘om alles goed met het braadvocht te mengen’. 
(17) This is presented as an option for the reader through the phrase “if necessary”. I could have used a different structure than the imperative, for example, a modal verb. Yet, I have used an imperative form in the TT, because ‘als het nodig is’ already states that it is a suggestion.

3.3. Analysis and annotated translation: Jamie’s Dinners

Information or content
The ST consists of a text with directions of 401 words. There is no list of ingredients. They are first mentioned in the main text and printed in bold type. The TT format does require a list of ingredients. The translator cannot simply add a list and translate the text as it is, though. The list will make some instructions redundant, so they will have to be removed from the recipe. The problem here is the vague quantities that Oliver uses. For example, he starts by instructing the reader to use “2 or 3 ripe deseeded tomatoes” and later on “a couple more chopped tomatoes” are supposed to be added. The translator will have to come up with an appropriate quantity and direction for the list of ingredients. The ingredients used are basic ingredients, which can be bought in most supermarkets and other food shops in both Britain (ST) and the Netherlands (TT). The recipe really only contains one cultural specific ingredient: “Cheddar and/or Leicester Cheese”. 

Presuppositions





The ST producer, Jamie Oliver, writes in a carefree and enthusiastic tone. The register is informal with constant references to the reader. He starts the instructions this way: “I use..”, “I throw”, “I add...”. Then, six lines into the text, he switches to the perspective of the reader, with an imperative “Transfer everything”, impersonal “you will need”, and lots of conditionals for advice: “If you..”, “you can”. 
Furthermore, his diction is casual with phrases like “I throw all this into a food-processor” and “chopped up nice and fine”. He uses more expressive elements in his instructive text. For instance, he refers to himself directly as well as to the reader. He mostly does this when he is offering advice, but there are also instances where he inserts himself or the reader into one of the instructions. All this is typical of the persona of the text. As both ST and TT recipients will be familiar with this image of Oliver, they will all expect this tone and atmosphere in the text. Also, the purpose of the TT is to make the audience as enthusiastic about Oliver’s recipes as he is himself and sell more copies of his books. Therefore, the translator should try to retain the typical use of words as much as possible. 

Syntactic structures
Due to the presence of structures described above, the recipe contains fewer imperatives than expected in English recipes. The sentences are quite long in the ST, because they incorporate a lot of information. Nonetheless, the text is clearly segmented as each phase of the recipe is usually described in a separate sentence. The translator should pursue a similar clear segmentation for the TT, while decreasing the amount of crammed sentences. 

In short, the translator will essentially be rewriting part of the recipe. The result should be an effective and clear set of directions with a perceptible voice of the persona.







4 rode pepers, zonder zaadjes
Grote bos of 2 kleine bosjes lente-uitjes (2), gesneden
Bosje verse koriander
1 limoen of citroen
1 zakje geraspte Cheddar, extra belegen kaas of een andere pittige kaas (3)
1 rode paprika, fijngehakt
8 tortilla’s (4)
125ml sour cream (5)
(6)

Voorgerecht, 4 personen (7)

Quesadillas zijn eigenlijk gewoon gevulde pannenkoeken op z’n Mexicaans (8), een soort tosti met de kaasvulling nu tussen twee tortilla’s. Ze worden warm opgediend met guacamole en sour cream. Het is een van mijn lievelingsgerechten – Jools en ik houden er zo van dat we ze bijna iedere zaterdag eten!

Voor de guacamole verwijder ik de zaadlijsten uit de tomaten en daarvan gooi ik er 2 of 3 in een keukenmachine (9) met 2 of 3 van de avocado’s (10), een handjevol bosuitjes en een volle hand koriander. Als dit lekker fijngehakt is, hak ik de rest van de tomaten fijn en voeg ze toe met wat zout en een halve avocado in stukjes voor extra structuur (11). Breng nu alles over naar een kom en breng voorzichtig op smaak met zeezout, vers gemalen zwarte peper en een flinke kneep citroen– of limoensap. Mocht je besluiten om kant-en-klare guacamole te kopen, de luie maar zeer reële optie, dan kun je die in een kom doen en opfrissen met wat druppels (12) citroen- of limoensap, een beetje extra zout en rode pepers voor die extra kick.

Meng voor de vulling van quesadillas flink wat kaas met de overgebleven lente-uitjes, een paar handjes gehakte koriander, de rode paprika en wat gehakte rode (of groene) pepers in een kom. Strooi een beetje van dit mengsel over een tortilla en leg er nog één bovenop (13). Je kunt op deze manier 4, 10 en zelfs 20 quesadillas maken en ze in de koelkast bewaren totdat je ze nodig hebt. 

Sommige mensen bakken ze graag in olie, maar daar worden ze vettig van en dat is niet bepaald gezond. Je kunt ze ook grillen, maar ik leg ze liever in een droge pan met antiaanbaklaag, waardoor je na anderhalve minuut bakken aan elke kant een quesadilla krijgt die echt knapperig van buiten is en lekker sappig en draderig van binnen. Snij de quesadillas in kwarten en serveer ze met de guacamole, sour cream en een biertje.








(1) This is the sum of the 2 or 3 tomatoes mentioned at the start and the ´couple more´ he refers to later.
(2) Again, this is the amount of onions that add up to the handfuls Oliver writes about. In the Netherlands, spring onions are usually sold in ´bosjes´.
(3) The cheeses mentioned in the ST are mature types of cheeses. Cheddar is better known and available in the Netherlands than Red Leicester. I have omitted the latter and added suggestions. 
(4) I deduced that Oliver bases his quantities on a starting amount of quesadillas: ‘you can make up 4, 10 or even..’. This requires 8 tortillas. It is also an effective amount as tortilla’s are usually sold in packets of 8 in the Netherlands. 
(5) Sour cream is sold in 125ml cups in the Netherlands. 
(6) I have omitted the beer, because it is a last-minute serving suggestion. Not all users are supposed to buy beer and then consume it.
(7) The number of people is based on my estimations of the quantities used.
(8) I have used ‘z’n’, because it is more informal.
(9) To enhance the effectiveness of the recipe, I have changed the order of the instructions and put them in the order that they will have to be executed in. I have done this throughout the recipe.
(10) By adding ‘van de’, I point the user’s attention towards the fact that not all the avocados should be used at this point.
 (11) To avoid a translation with ‘brokken’ which suggests the presence of cat food or milk that is off.
(12) I did not want to repeat ‘kneep’ again, so I have used the casual phrase ‘wat druppels’. 
(13) In Dutch, ‘strooi het tussen twee tortillas’ does not make a lot of sense. So I have presented the action in the order of performance. First sprinkle over one tortilla, then you cover it with the other.












	The cultural specific items are the dominant problem in this catergory. The translator has to transfer a few difficult ingredients, like “cream of tartar” and “golden syrup”. There is also Mr Whippy, which I have discussed above. The notes below explain how these have been translated according to the mode of instructive translation. 
	The English language has interesting cooking verbs that often have a broader meaning than the Dutch equivalents. When you ‘line’ a cake tin, it means you cover its complete interior with paper or foil. The Dutch ‘bedekken’ does not have the same connotation, for ‘cover the tin’ does not specify which part of the tin you should cover. Another example from this text is “pulse”. The Dutch ‘pulseer’ is never used for this function on food processors and many processors do not even have a pulse function. With these types of verbs, the translator will have to use explicitation and other methods to ensure the accuracy of the instruction. 
	
Lexical characteristics
	The introduction is coloured by quite a few idiomatic expressions: “hearts and flowers”, “Resistance is futile”, “Well, might you ask”, “acutting-out”, “it holds true”. The register is informal and considering Lawson relates a personal experience, it all makes the tone of the text very familiar. Some clever remarks make it clear that she is a writer, like the claim that “it’s [her] fear of being willingly, if unashamedly, seduced”. She jumps from informal, more simple language like “who so do not” and “naffness” to more formal and witty “you yield to the potency of the cute” and “I snarl,. I sneer. I scorn”. The translator can use translation by identification for this part of the text and attempt to create a readable text with a similar artistic expression. 

Text construction and syntactic structures







Translation of an excerpt from Feast: “Love Buns” from the Chapter “Valentine’s Day”

Je hebt van die mensen die zich met Valentijnsdag helemaal overgeven aan dat sentimentele gedoe met rozen, knuffels en kaartjes (1). Daar hoor ik dus absoluut niet bij. Ik haal er mijn neus voor op, maak die mensen belachelijk, snauw ze zelfs af. Maar waar ben ik nu dan mee bezig?
	Da’s een goede vraag. Het is niet leuk om altijd weer de boeman te zijn. Als je niet ophoudt met zeuren en zaniken, zul je altijd de spelbreker blijven. Net als iemand die zich blijft verzetten tegen een potje monopoly en uiteindelijk voor schut staat als hij een halfhartige poging waagt. Verzet is zinloos (2).
	Eigenlijk is het vooral een feestje voor de kinderen. En hoewel ik behoorlijk scheutig ben met mijn cynische uitlatingen over het leven, probeer ik mijn kinderen hier toch wel zoveel mogelijk tegen te beschermen. Willen ze hartjes, dan krijgen ze hartjes. Ik geef er nogal gelaten aan toe, zeker als je bedenkt hoe weinig er van mijn eigen hart over is.






Vroeger had ik ze gewoon Valentijnsmuffins genoemd, maar ik kan me er nu maar het beste helemaal aan overgeven.

12 stuks (4) 

VOOR DE BOLLETJES
125 g zachte boter
125 g kristalsuiker 
2 eieren
125 g bloem





VOOR HET GLAZUUR (6)
2 eiwitten
4 eetlepels golden syrup of suikerstroop (7)
100 g kristalsuiker
¼ theelepel zout
¼ theelepel Cremore Tartari of Cream of Tartar (8)
1 theelepel vanille-extract





Laat alle ingrediënten buiten de koelkast op kamertemperatuur komen – dit zal de Bolletjes Liefde luchtiger maken (9). Verwarm de oven voor op gasstand 6 / 200°C. 
	Doe al de ingrediënten voor de bolletjes, behalve de melk, in een keukenmachine en meng alles goed. Draai de keukenmachine een paar keer kort op een snellere stand (10) en voeg de melk toe via de vulopening totdat je een glad beslag hebt. 
	Pak een muffinvorm voor 12 muffins en vul die met cakevormpjes of vormpjes met hartjes in (11). Verdeel het beslag over de vormpjes en bak de bolletjes 15 tot 20 minuten in de oven. Ze moeten dan goudbruin en gerezen zijn; er mag best een puntje op zitten.
	Laat ze even afkoelen in de muffinvorm, haal ze er dan voorzichtig uit en laat ze verder afkoelen op een rooster. 
	Dan de bovenlaag. Hier wordt het een beetje lastig, omdat je meer glazuur gaat maken dan nodig, maar als je de hoeveelheden halveert, heb je niet meer genoeg voor 12 bolletjes. Bak je alleen voor jezelf en je grote liefde, dan heb je waarschijnlijk niet alle 12 bolletjes nodig. In dat geval kun je de meesten invriezen om later te glazuren en op te eten. Dan heb je nu dus maar de helft van de ingrediënten voor de bovenlaag nodig voor het versieren. 
	Dit glazuur lijkt op een schuimgebakje, want je moet eiwitten in een verhitte kom kloppen tot het glanzend en stijf is(13). Dus zet een kom op een pan met zacht kokend water en doe alle ingrediënten voor de bovenlaag in de kom, behalve het vanille-extract en de strooisels. Mix alles met een elektrische mixer tot een dikke, luchtige massa waarin pieken blijven staan (14). Dit duurt ongeveer 5 minuten, dus je hebt geduld nodig.





(1) ‘Hallmark cards’ and ‘pink-foil balloons’ are too culturally specific. The gushy Valentine’s Day traditions in the Netherlands involve roses, stuffed animals and cards by different brands.
(2) I assume that few TT readers will be Star Trek fans and therefore I have deleted the Borg reference. The isolated ‘verzet is zinloos’ at the end of the paragraph has a similar edginess as the original.
(3)  I wondered what to do about the title. ‘Buns’ usually translate to ‘broodjes’, but these buns are not the yeast based breadrolls that Dutch readers would expect. ‘Bolletjes’ is better than ‘muffins’ because it has a sense of cuteness similar to ‘buns’.
(4) I have translated ‘makes 12’ with ’12 stuks’ instead of, for example, ‘voor 12 bolletjes’ to avoid repetition of ‘bolletjes’, as this word heads the list of ingredients.  
(5) Although it is used as a detergent, soda as a rising agent is relatively uncommon in the Netherlands. In other recipes, ‘dubbelkoolzure soda’ is used instead of ‘soda’ or ‘zuiveringszout’, although they are all names for the same substance. The latter two sound less appetizing in Dutch though, because they sound like cleaning products.
(6) Despite the different words in English for cake coverings such as frosting (egg based), icing (water based) and topping, the Dutch use the word ‘glazuur’. This word usually does not suggest a thick frosting, as Lawson has in mind, but the illustrations and the explanation in the recipe make up for that.
(7) Golden syrup is sold in selected supermarkets and delicatessen. The Dutch ‘suikerstroop’ is more widely available and despite of it having a lighter colour than golden syrup, its consistency is the same. 
(8) Cream of Tartar is, similar to bicarbonate of soda, hardly used as a raising agent in the TL. Nonetheless, the few (oriental) supermarkets and delicatessen that have it in store usually sell it under ‘Cream of tartar’ or ‘Cremori tartari’.
(9) To avoid a construction with ‘om’ in ‘om op kamertemperatuur te komen’, I could have translated ‘Haal alles uit de koelkast en laat het op kamertemperatuur komen’. This would have doubled the instructions and make the sentence even longer and more complicated with the addition in the middle. To increase effectiveness, I have split up the segment, simplifying its structure. 
(10) In English there are more simple verbs for cooking, like ‘to pulse’. This refers to a specific function on food processors. As most TT readers are unfamiliar with the word ‘pulse function’ and many processors might not even have a pulse button, it is more effective to describe the action completely.
(11) As described in paragraph 2.2.1., I have changed the segmentation of this instruction as well as altered the order of the actions to increase effectiveness. 
(12) I have left out ‘in their papers’, because it only adds more useless information. If the text instructs the reader to take ‘them out of the tin’ without giving an instruction about peeling off the papers, then the reader has no reason to do so. 
(13) Even without the reference to Mr Whippy the TT reader understands what texture the icing should be, because the mention of ‘schuimgebakje’ should suffice. 
(14) The connotation added by ‘meringue’ is transferred to the ST with the word ‘luchtig’. 







3.5. Analysis and annotated translation: The Good Food Glossary: Figs
Information or content
	This text is part of the ‘Good Food Glossary’, a list of terms on the website www.bbcgoodfood.com. It provides the readers with factual information on figs. It also includes instructions on how to prepare figs and cook them.

Presuppositions
	There are few presuppositions for the translator to worry about, except the typically British “clotted cream”. 

Text construction
	The text contains ‘covert’ instruction. The final paragraph is clearly marked as containing instructions for cooking, but the rest of the instructions are spread under headings: ‘Choose the best’, ‘Prepare it’, ‘Store it’. These sections contain instructions on storing, finding and preparing figs. The translator needs to be aware of this, so she can translate them adequately. 

Lexical characteristics





	The translator will have to consider some structures. The text includes a present participle construction: “make a deep cross at the top end of the fig, cutting almost but not all of the way through”. Another instruction uses a past participle verb form: “Otherwise, store in the fridge, each one loosely wrapped in kitchen paper”. This particular structure does not translate well to Dutch:  “Anders kun je ze gewoon in de koelkast bewaren, afzonderlijk in keukenpapier gewikkeld”.  The structure and grammar of the final paragraph does not resemble a recipe at all. Still, it consists of a series of very short recipes: recommended dishes with figs. The translator has to make sure the instructions are clearly organized.


Translation of a webpage from Bbcgoodfood.com:


















Hoewel vijgen niet erg sappig zijn, is het wel echt een verrukkelijke fruitsoort met een zachte en zoete smaak. Vijgen komen oorspronkelijk uit Azië, maar worden tegenwoordig in het Middellandse Zeegebied geteeld. Er zijn honderden verschillende soorten, onderverdeeld in vier kleuren: wit, groen, rood en paars/zwart. 
Vijgen zijn ovaal- of peervormig en hebben een dunne schil die honderden zaadjes omvat (het zijn eigenlijk vruchtjes in het klein) in sappig, zacht, draderig, rood of paars vruchtvlees. Vijgen zijn erg teer en er moet dus voorzichtig mee worden omgegaan. Ze zijn ook gedroogd verkrijgbaar.
Beschikbaarheid
Verse vijgen zijn van augustus tot begin oktober verkrijgbaar. 
Gedroogde vijgen zijn er het hele jaar door.
Kies het beste
Kies het beste. Koop stevige vruchten die zacht (maar niet te kleverig) (3) aanvoelen, niet beurs zijn en ook geen gebarsten schil hebben. Als ze echt rijp zijn, glanzen ze een beetje. Als ze zurig ruiken, hebben ze hun beste tijd gehad.
Bereiden
Veeg de schil voorzichtig met een vochtige doek schoon, snijd het steeltje eraf als het hard is en gebruik ze dan heel of snijd ze horizontaal door de helft (4). Je kunt ook een ‘vijgenbloem’ van maken. Maak met een mes een diep kruis in de bovenkant van de vijg, maar snijd hem niet helemaal door (5). Knip dan met je vingers aan de onderkant – als het goed gaat de vijg open als een bloem. 
Vijgen smaken het best als ze op kamertemperatuur zijn. Haal ze dus minstens een uur voordat je ze gaat eten uit de koelkast.
Bewaren
Als vijgen koopt die nog niet helemaal rijp zijn, laat ze dan buiten de koelkast rijpen. Anders kun je ze gewoon afzonderlijk in keukenpapier wikkelen en in de koelkast bewaren (6). Vijgen bederven erg snel, dus eet ze binnen twee dagen na aankoop. 
In de keuken (7) 




(1) Although ‘wellbeing’ is not exactly the same as ‘gezondheid’, the latter is more suitable in Dutch. As the title of a section on healthy foods and tips on how to eat healthier, this word is more appropriate.
(2) I chose ‘In het seizoen’ as a heading, in favour of the more formal and not very welcoming ‘seizoensgebonden producten’.
(3) When a fig feels ‘liquid’, it means its skin is so soft, you can almost feel the pulp. ‘Kleverig’ is better for this phenomenon than, for example, ‘vochtig’.
(4) The ST reads ‘from top to bottom’. In Dutch it makes more sense to say ‘horizontaal doorsnijden’ than ‘snij van boven naar beneden door’. 
(5) Instead of a present participle construction, the TT has a conjunction. 
(6) As stated above, this construction with a past participle does not work in Dutch. Therefore, I have inserted a conjunction.
(7) This heading read ‘Cook it’ in the ST. It contains mini-recipes. The Dutch ‘Kook’ or ‘Koken’ suggests hot foods, but my translation ‘in de keuken’ has a more suitable connotation.
(8) Officially, a good substitution of clotted cream is a mixture of mascarpone and ‘crème fraîche’. However, this website is supposed to present itself as a Dutch website. Dutch readers, apparently without knowledge of the sites origins, will frown upon an unusual mixture. That is why I have just suggested ‘crème fraîche’ as it is still appropriate for the dish and more common in the TL.




At the start of my thesis, I wondered what translation problems come into play when translating cookery recipes. While it may have seemed a matter of sorting out exotic ingredients and listing different cooking methods, it turned out to be more complicated than that. A cookery text can amount to a seemingly simple list of imperative expressions or a complex set of instructions. The grammar, sentence structure, diction and segmentation of a text do not merely influence what we read, but also what we cook. Consequently, a problem with the instruction could not only cause a disappointing reading experience, but it could also spoil the joy of cooking. 
I set out to investigate what all this implies for the translator’s work. The cookery text itself turned out to be a combination of different types of texts, although one type is always present. The instructive text– better known as the recipe – functions as the dominant type in cookery texts. As a result, the mode of instructive translation is the dominant method for translating cookery texts. The translator would be wise to focus on the usability of a recipe and should make all her decisions based on the principle of effectiveness: an instructive text works if its instructions are effective and adequate. 
Translating cookery texts is not all about linguistics though. A writer of cookbooks has a distinctive style of writing. Even in the Netherlands, people buy books by foreign authors to enjoy that particular style. They are entertained by Jamie Oliver’s relaxed tone or enjoy a tête-à-tête with chatterbox Nigella Lawson. Although the translator must not forget that she is translating instructions, she should also try and transfer the tone and atmosphere of the cookery text.
Some readers will not even notice translation errors in cookery texts, but every single one of them will be affected by them. I have listed a great number of translation problems. If translators of cookery texts are aware of these issues, cooks across the country no longer have the recipes to blame. 
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It is quite extraordinary how many people shudder at the thought of offal. In America it is hardly used at all. In fact, when l lived there years ago the butcher would give the lamb's kidneys, sweetbreads and brains to us with no charge, as otherwise they would be thrown away or perhaps given to a cat lover. Most people in England turned against liver in their childhood, having been faced with gruesome bits of shoe leather with some awful dark brown gunge, or terrible casseroles of ox liver cooked to disintegration point and tasting vile, sharp and sour. The same applies to kidneys in various forms. The reason, of course, is that they all were wildly over-cooked. Both liver and kidneys for the most part should be cooked rapidly, and still be pink and juicy inside. Large ox kidneys can be stewed as in steak and kidney puddings or pies, when they are giving their flavour to the gravy.
Brains and sweetbreads are quite a different matter. They need careful preparation as disgusting membrane left on them completely ruins their delicate texture. Again, most people who dislike them have been taste-abused from the nursery upwards. The sweetbreads come from the thymus glands, one in the throat of the animal and one from near the heart, which is larger and rounder. I think they are most delectable, but unfortunately are difficult to find nowadays with everything being banned. You can get Dutch sweetbreads from milk-fed calves at vast expense or the lamb's ones from a good local butcher when the beasts are being slaughtered.
Hearts are excellent when prepared with care. In fact, during the War wily restaurateurs used to serve them carved into strips under the pretence of wild duck.
Chicken livers used to be a great treat as you only got one with each bird. Now, of course, they are plentiful as you are no longer given the giblets with the chicken. Outrageous, I say, and all the fault of consumers who don't demand them.
Tripe is the only offal I have never come to terms with, and I regret it. I like the various methods of cooking it, but in itself I find no flavour. Otherwise I prefer offal to most meats.

STEAK AND KIDNEY PIE






225g/8oz rough puff pastry
(made or bought) 
700g/11/2lb rump steak 
225g/8oz ox kidney, skinned,
inside fat removed,
chopped into chunks 
2 tbsp well-seasoned plain
flour
1 large onion, sliced 
55g/2oz butter 
1 tbsp oil 
300ml/1/2 pint red wine or
beef stock, or the two
mixed 
A bouquet garni of bay leaf,
parsley stalks and thyme
 Beaten egg wash

If making the pastry, do so first and leave it to rest in the refrigerator. Cut the meat across the grain into 5 x 2.5cm/2 x 1 in strips. Put the flour into a plastic bag, and shake the meat and kidney in it until evenly coated.
Fry the onion in the butter and oil until browned, then remove from the frying pan with a slotted spoon on to a plate. Fry the meats in the same pan, browning rapidly on all sides, then transfer to a 1 litre/11/2-2 pint pie dish. Pour the wine and/or stock into the frying pan and bring to the boil, stirring and scraping the pan for any juices. Season to taste and pour over the steak and kidney. Mix in the onion and place the bouquet garni in the centre.
Roll out the pastry until slightly larger than the top of the pie dish. Cut strips from the edge, dampen the rim of the dish and cover with the strips of pastry. Dampen this pastry border, then lay the piece of pastry over the whole dish. Trim the edge with a sharp knife, knock up and flute with a fork's prongs. Decorate at will with any pastry trimmings, and brush all over with the egg wash. Make slits in the pastry to let steam escape.
Place low (third or fourth runner down) in a preheated oven at 240°C/475°F/Gas 9 and bake for 15 minutes. Lower the heat to 190°C/375°F/Gas 5 and place a sheet of wet greaseproof paper over the pastry. Bake for a further V/4 hours. If necessary, add hot stock to the pie after cooking by pouring the hot stock through the slits in the pie crust.








A quesadilla is basically a Mexican-style stuffed pancake, like a toasted sandwich, made with two tortillas sandwiched together with a cheese-based filling. They are warmed through and served with guacamole and sour cream. They are one of my favourite things to eat – Jools and I tend to have them every Saturday because we love them!

To make the guacamole I use 2 or 3 ripe avocados, 2 or 3 ripe deseeded tomatoes and a couple of deseeded red chillies, and I throw all this into a food processor with a handful of peeled and chopped spring onions and a good handful of fresh coriander. Once this has been chopped up nice and fine, I add a couple more chopped tomatoes, a good pinch of salt and half of another avocado, chopped, to give it a nice chunky texture. Transfer everything into a bowl and season carefully with sea salt, freshly ground black pepper and a good squeeze of lemon or lime juice. If you decide to buy ready-made guacamole, which is a bit lazy but probably very realistic, you can put it into a bowl and chirp it up a bit with a squeeze of lemon juice, a little extra salt and a bit of chilli to give it a kick.

To fill the quesadillas you will need a couple of big handfuls of grated Cheddar and/or red Leicester cheese, some finely sliced spring onions, a couple of handfuls of chopped fresh coriander, and a red pepper and some red or green chillies all deseeded and finely chopped. Mix all this up in a bowl and then sprinkle half a handful between two layers of tortilla. You can make up 4, 10 or even 20 quesadillas and keep them in the fridge until you need them if you want.

Some people like to fry them in oil, but this makes them greasy and is not all that healthy. You can grill them, but I like to put them in a dry non-stick frying pan on a medium heat, so that after about a minute and a half on each side you are left with a really crispy outside and an oozy, stringy filling. Serve the quesadillas cut into quarters, with the guacamole, sour cream and a beer.

PS You can also posh them up a bit using grilled chicken or seafood, leftover pork, shellfish, or a selection of grilled vegetables.


Appendix 3: “Love Buns” from Feast

There are just some people who come over all hearts and flowers and pink-foil balloons and Hallmark-card sentiment around St Valentine's Day and others, like me, who so do not. I snarl. I sneer. I scorn. So what am I doing here?
Well might you ask. The thing is, sooner or later, you're browbeaten. To keep moaning on and droning against it is to be a party-pooper, like someone who complains so much at a game of charades that she draws unwelcome attention to her one feeble effort. It's a bit like the Borg really: Resistance is futile.
Now it is really a children's festival as much as anything else. And whereas I am unstinting in my cynicism for most of life, I try and protect my children from the full brunt of it for theirs. They want hearts: I give them hearts. Uncomplainingly really, considering how dark my own one is.
















½ teaspoon bicarbonate of soda
2 teaspoons baking powder











4 tablespoons golden syrup
100g caster sugar
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon cream of tartar
1 teaspoon real vanilla extract





Take everything you need out of the fridge in time to bring to room temperature - this
makes a huge difference to the lightness of the love buns later - and preheat the oven to gas mark 6/200°C.
Put all of the ingredients for the buns, except for the milk, into a food processor
and blitz until smooth. Pulse while adding the milk down the funnel, to make a smooth dropping consistency.
Divide the mixture into a 12-bun muffin tin lined with muffin papers or heart patterned cases, and bake in the oven for 1 5-20 minutes. They should have risen and be golden on top; you want a little peak if possible.
Let them cool a little in their tin on a rack, and then take them carefully out of
the tin to cool in their papers, still on the wire rack.
Now for the topping. Here there is a slight dilemma, as you'll make more than
you need for the 1 2 buns, but if you halve the quantities, you won't have quite enough. If
you're making these for you and your one true love, then I presume you won't need all 12
of them, in which case you could freeze most of the buns to be iced and eaten at some
later date, and halve the topping ingredients to decorate the few you want today.
This is a topping that has a kind of meringue base, by which you whisk egg whites over heat until they’re stiff and gleaming. Think Mr Whippy. So make a double-boiler
with a bowl that will fit snugly over a saucepan of barely simmering water, and put
all of the ingredients for the icing, except for the vanilla and sprinkles, into the bowl. Whisk
everything with an electric beater until the icing becomes thick and holds peaks like a
meringue. This will take about 5 minutes, so be patient.
Take the bowl off the saucepan and on to a cool surface and keep whisking
while you add the vanilla. Then keep whisking until the mixture cools a little. You want a
proper peaked and whipped covering here, so spoon some icing over each bun, and then
dollop another spoonful over in a swirly fashion. Immediately shake over your choice of
sprinkles, as the icing will set very quickly. Indeed, these look rather like stage prop buns




Appendix 4: “Figs” from Bbcgoodfood.com
BBC Good Food (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​)
	Home (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com" \o "Go to BBC Good Food homepage​)
	Recipes (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​/​content​/​recipes​/​" \o "View and search our recipes​)
	Blog (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​/​blog​/​" \o "Read our blog​)
	Wellbeing (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​/​content​/​wellbeing​/​" \o "Go to the Wellbeing section​)
	Seasonal food (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​/​content​/​local​/​" \o "Go to the Seasonal food section​)
	How to cook (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​/​content​/​knowhow​/​" \o "Go to the How to cook section​)
	Wine (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​/​content​/​wine​/​" \o "Go to the wine section​)
	Competitions (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​/​content​/​competitions​/​" \o "Enter one of our competitions​)
	Shopping (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​/​content​/​shopping​/​" \o "See our shopping special offers​)







Although not juicy, the fig is an incredibly luscious fruit, with a delicate aroma and sweet flavour. Originally from Asia, figs are now grown across the Mediterranean and there are hundreds of different varieties, grouped into four main colours: white, green, red and purple/black. 
Figs have an oval or squat pear shape, and thin skin that encloses hundreds of seeds (actually miniature fruits themselves) held in a succulent, softly fibrous red or purple flesh. Figs are very delicate and need gentle handling. You can also buy them dried.
Availibility
Fresh figs are around from August (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​/​content​/​local​/​seasonal​/​august​/​​) through to early October (​http:​/​​/​www.bbcgoodfood.com​/​content​/​local​/​seasonal​/​october​/​​). 
Dried are available year round. 
Choose the best
Choose the best Go for plump examples that feel soft (but not too liquid) with no bruising or splits. At the peak of their ripeness they will have a faint bloom. If they smell sour, they're past their best. 
Prepare it
Gently wipe the skins with a damp cloth, trim off the stem if it's hard, then either keep whole or cut in half from top to bottom. Alternatively, you can make a fig 'flower'. Make a deep cross at the top end of the fig, cutting almost but not all of the way through. Then squeeze at the base with your fingers - the four quarters should open out like petals. 
Figs are best at room temperature, so take them out of the fridge an hour before you eat them.
Store it
If you buy slightly under-ripe figs, keep outside the fridge to ripen up. Otherwise, store in the fridge, each one loosely wrapped in kitchen paper. Figs perish very quickly, so eat within one or two days of buying. 
Cook it
Eat raw, drizzled with honey, a scattering of toasted nuts and some clotted cream, or in a salad with Parma ham or goat's cheese and rocket. Alternatively, halve and grill (2-3 minutes); roast whole (8-12 minutes); poach whole (5-8). You can also use dried figs in baking or as a snack.





